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Resumo 

 

Esta dissertação pretende focar aspectos sobre o inglês enquanto língua do mundo, 

na presente sociedade globalizada e considerar eventuais mudanças relacionadas 

com o seu uso a nível europeu, particularmente no caso específico de Portugal, no 

sentido de desenvolver alternativas para pedagogias linguísticas inovadoras no seu 

ensino, que levem a um ajustamento deste à realidade actual.  

 Hoje em dia, a língua inglesa assume um papel que nenhuma outra língua 

alguma vez teve, adoptando, por exemplo, funções de destaque em organizações 

internacionais, nas culturas associadas à juventude, na publicidade, no turismo, ou 

ainda, na comunidade científica internacional. Os seus falantes nativos perfazem 

aproximadamente 350 milhões, porém, é o número dos seus falantes não-nativos, 

que fazem uso do inglês para comunicar entre si, que se tornou significativo, pois 

ultrapassa em muito este que referimos. De facto, o que começou por ser uma 

língua nacional, acabou por crescer para se transformar na primeira verdadeira 

língua franca do mundo inteiro. 

 Com o desenvolvimento do inglês como língua internacional, a “posse” da 

língua também deixou de estar exclusivamente nas mãos dos falantes nativos, dado 

que a língua pertence a todos que a usam e que a moldam, de acordo com as suas 

diversas necessidades. 

 Tendo em conta estas mudanças significativas associadas à língua, é 

compreensível que o ensino do inglês como língua estrangeira deva ser ajustado, 

de modo a poder fornecer experiências reais aos alunos. No entanto, como 

Seidlhofer (2001) repara, embora o discurso sobre o ensino da língua se tenha 

adaptado às novas realidades, na prática, as pedagogias linguísticas permanecem 

ainda muito tradicionalistas. 

 Todos estes aspectos contribuem em muito para uma nova visão da língua 

inglesa no século XXI. Por essa razão, na presente dissertação, proponho analisar a 

expansão global do inglês, incidindo o meu interesse particularmente na Europa e 

numa comunidade portuguesa em específico. A minha análise prende-se 

maioritariamente com uma abordagem sociolinguística, onde o meu objecto de 

estudo é não só os vários domínios de uso e as opiniões de quem fala inglês 
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frequentemente, mas também, como já afirmei, alternativas para pedagogias 

linguísticas inovadoras no ensino do inglês. 

 O primeiro capítulo centra-se, por isso, particularmente numa abordagem 

teórica, onde são exploradas as noções de expansão, comunicação e mudança 

associadas à língua inglesa e como estas afectam o ensino do inglês. 

 No que se refere à expansão da língua, analiso as diferenças entre a primeira 

e a segunda diáspora e o contributo da globalização, não só ao longo da segunda 

metade do século XX, mas também agora no século XXI. A globalização tem sido o 

grande responsável pela disseminação da língua, especialmente entre falantes não-

nativos, que muitas vezes a usam como língua de contacto, quando não partilham a 

mesma língua mãe. 

  Considerando estas mudanças, observo que o discurso sobre o inglês e o 

modo como é estudado também tem sofrido alterações. A língua deixa de estar 

circunscrita a espaços geográficos delimitados e de estar dividida entre falantes 

nativos e não-nativos. Por essa razão, o modelo dos três círculos concêntricos 

proposto em Kachru (1985) – onde o inglês funciona como língua nativa, língua 

segunda e língua estrangeira – não é considerado o mais adequado para a 

descrição da realidade actual (Berns 1995 e Fenyö 2003), embora continue a ser 

essencial para estabelecer diferenças historicamente relevantes. O grupo que hoje 

representa o maior número de falantes de inglês inclui todos aqueles que se 

apoderam da língua de modo a poderem comunicar entre si, independentemente da 

sua língua mãe ou nacionalidade. A interacção ao nível do inglês passa a estar, por 

isso, principalmente associada a falantes de outra língua mãe e não a falantes 

nativos, e falantes nativos e não-nativos. Assim sendo, o inglês surge como uma 

língua franca partilhada por todos os falantes. Como tal, devido às constantes e 

diversas interacções multiculturais e multi-linguísticas, os falantes moldam a língua 

consoante as suas necessidades.  

O capítulo um termina com uma reflexão sobre a questão do ensino. Embora 

esta seja a língua mais aprendida no mundo, tal não significa que o ensino de outras 

línguas estrangeiras seja menosprezado, pelo contrário, o inglês provavelmente 

passará a ser uma língua adquirida, enquanto as restantes virão por acréscimo. 

Assim, a aprendizagem focando modelos padrão e as suas culturas, características 

da aprendizagem do inglês como língua estrangeira, muitas vezes não se apresenta 
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adequada à actual necessidade dos que aprendem a língua para interagir entre um 

conjunto variado de culturas.  

 Depois de uma primeira abordagem geral, o segundo capítulo reflecte sobre 

a presença da língua inglesa na Europa. Tal como acontece a nível mundial, o 

inglês também funciona como uma língua franca entre europeus que não partilham 

uma outra língua em comum, estando presente ainda em vários domínios e 

influenciando o dia-a-dia de todos, nomeadamente através dos media, da ciência e 

tecnologia, dos negócios e do ensino.  

Esta presença não deverá ser encarada, todavia, como uma ameaça à 

identidade nacional, especialmente quando as questões de identidade na Europa 

estão intrinsecamente associadas também à língua nacional. O que se deseja criar 

é uma pluralidade de identidades ligadas à proficiência de um conjunto de línguas 

aplicadas a diversos níveis. Por isso, ao assumir a língua inglesa como parte 

integrante de quem somos, o uso que faremos dela também irá reflectir as nossas 

experiências.  

Nesta crescente interacção entre falantes europeus, começa a delinear-se 

ainda a possibilidade do surgimento de uma variedade própria do inglês a nível 

europeu (Jenkins et al. 2001, McArthur 2003, Modiano 2006 e Mollin 2006a). Esta 

oportunidade prende-se com os usos comuns partilhados entre os europeus, os 

métodos de aprendizagem e a abertura que existe entre países. 

A dissertação termina com o terceiro capítulo, que engloba uma análise sobre 

o caso português. De modo a poder fazer uma análise sobre a presença do inglês 

na Europa, em geral, é necessário primeiro analisar cada país, para se perceber os 

usos, atitudes e opiniões em relação à língua inglesa. Por isso, proponho 

desenvolver nesta dissertação um estudo de caso com base numa abordagem 

sociolinguística onde serão observadas a reacções de um grupo de alunos e 

professores de inglês do Departamento de Estudos Anglísticos da Faculdade de 

Letras da Universidade de Lisboa. Para o estudo, desenvolvi dois inquéritos 

diferentes, embora muito semelhantes, para serem respondidos por ambos os 

grupos. Após a recolha de todos os dados e o tratamento estatístico no programa 

SPSS, analisamos não só as opiniões dos alunos, mas também as dos professores 

de inglês. Com os resultados, esperamos poder encontrar tendências gerais no tipo 
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de usos, nas opiniões sobre a presença da língua em Portugal, e ainda questões 

sobre uma possível variedade europeia do inglês e o caso do ensino. 

 

Palavras chave: Europa, comunicação, globalização, inglês como língua franca, 

sociolinguística.  
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Abstract 

 

This dissertation focuses on the expansion of English at a global level and present 

day issues related to the current usage of English at a European and national level, 

in specific the case of Portugal.  

 It begins with a theoretical approach where globalization, communication and 

change are considered. A brief reflection is presented on the expansion of the 

English language, followed by the contribution of the globalization process which has 

played an important role in making English the lingua franca it is today. Considering 

these changes the language has faced, English language teaching is also 

reconsidered so as to meet the needs of our present day reality.  

 After a global approach, the role of English as a lingua franca in Europe is 

analyzed. At a time where English is increasingly spoken by Europeans, the 

traditional position of it functioning as a foreign language is here re-evaluated. 

Furthermore, social identity associated with multilingual language usage and the 

expanding domains where English is used contribute as well to the reconfiguration of 

the expanding circle, where English is used as a lingua franca. Bearing in mind these 

changes, alternative English language policies are regarded for the European 

panorama. 

Lastly, the particular case of Portugal is taken into consideration and with the 

help of a questionnaire, a sociolinguistic profile of the students and teachers of 

English at the Faculty of Letters of the University of Lisbon is delineated. This case 

study aims at assessing the uses, attitudes and opinions of the groups in relation to 

the English language, education, and the emergence of a European variety of 

English. Even though this study is limited to a group in a specific level of education, it 

may be useful to understand how English is changing and how we may have to look 

at alternative educational approaches regarding the teaching of the language. 

   

Keywords: globalization, communication, English as a lingua franca (ELF), Europe, 

sociolinguistics 
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Introduction 

 

English has gained a place in the world that no other language has ever had before. 

It has, for instance, become the official language of many international organizations, 

it is a part of popular culture and advertising, and it makes international science and 

tourism possible. What is noteworthy, though, is that, apart from being spoken by 

approximately 350 million native speakers, English is used in most cases for 

communication among non-native speakers who do not share any other language. In 

other words, what used to be a national language has grown to be the first true 

lingua franca in the whole world.  

Through the development of English into a lingua franca, the ‘ownership’ of 

the language has also shifted. It is no longer the personal property of native 

speakers alone, but belongs to everyone who uses it. Thus, desiring to obtain native 

speaker-likeness in spoken or written English becomes irrelevant for foreign 

language learners. Moreover, by regarding English as a de-nationalized lingua 

franca, it plays an essential part in non-native speakers and their countries resisting 

the linguistic imperialism that English is said to bring with it, and impose on smaller 

languages and cultures. 

With this changing role of English, it is understandable that teaching English 

as a foreign language (TEFL) must also change in order to provide better real-life 

situations students are likely to face throughout their lives. However, as Seidlhofer 

(2001) has pointed out, it seems as if the discourse on TEFL has changed more in 

recent years, than the actual practices in English language classrooms. 
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Bearing in mind these aspects, in this dissertation, I study the global 

expansion of English, especially in Europe, and more specifically in Portugal. 

Focusing namely on a sociolinguistic approach, I examine not only the domains of 

use and the opinions of those who speak English on a regular basis, but also 

alternative educational approaches to this language. 

The first chapter takes on a more theoretical approach, focusing on how the 

notions concerning the expansion of the English language, communication and 

globalization are explored, and how these may affect English language pedagogies.  

In what concerns the expansion of the language, I analyze factors that played 

an important role in spreading English throughout the world - the first and second 

Diasporas -, their differences, and  the new global perspective of the issue. In fact, in 

the second half of the twentieth century, the globalization process, which may even 

be possibly designated as a ‘third Diaspora’, is the main contributor that caused 

English to become a part of all speakers, especially among non-natives. 

For that reason, Kachru’s model (1985) on the functions of English in the 

world – native language, second language and foreign language – is here called 

upon to be reconsidered in light of our present day reality. The number of people 

who do not share a common mother tongue and who resort to English as a language 

of communication has largely increased, and constitutes the largest group of English 

speakers today. We may, therefore, speak of English functioning as a lingua franca 

(ELF).  

ELF is considered as part of all speakers who use and shape the language 

according to each communicative situation. These cross-cultural communicative 

situations are generally characterized by their brief nature, so it is essential the need 
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for acquiring various communicative strategies for overcoming obstacles among 

people from different linguistic, cultural and social orientations. 

Chapter one ends with a reflection about eventual consequences in English 

language pedagogies. English language teaching (ELT) in view of an ELF approach 

should, hence, focus on achieving an intercultural communicative competence 

(Berns 2006), where parties negotiate meanings. In sum, more attention should be 

paid on communication and less on achieving native speaker likeness. 

After a global perspective on ELF, chapter two narrows down my object of 

study to the European panorama. Europeans gradually communicate more with each 

other as the number of nations to join the European Union (EU) increases and, 

consequently, English as a foreign language no longer adapts itself to this new 

reality.  Bearing in mind the particular case of Europe, I take into consideration 

arguments that have been previously presented (e.g. Berns 1995 and Fenyö 2003), 

in which the notion of the expanding circle (Kachru 1985), where English assumes 

the role of a foreign language, does not apply to the European use of English at 

large. Furthermore, social identity associated with multilingual language usage and 

the expanding domains where English is used, contribute as well to the 

reconfiguration of the expanding circle in Europe, where English is increasingly used 

as a lingua franca. 

Considering the unique situation within Europe at large, educational policies 

as well will have to meet ends with each situation, and learners’ needs and aims. 

Therefore, I include three original models from Graddol (2006), which he believes 

reflect present day aims and a departure from a traditional EFL approach: English for 

Young Learners, Content and Language Integrated Learning and English as a 
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Lingua Franca. Of these three models, the approach which is here developed in 

more detail is ELF. 

In the third chapter, as a theoretical approach alone does not provide a 

sufficient description of ELF usage, I undertake a case study of a specific community 

of English users in Portugal – students and teachers of English at the Faculty of 

Letters of the University of Lisbon. Such a detailed analysis captures factors that are 

not taken on board by generalized theories. In doing such a case study, I am able to 

observe how local factors intermingle with global and European trends. This 

approach may also help in situating a methodology for English that reflects the 

needs of learners in a particular context. 

In order to gather information, I elaborate a questionnaire, inspired by other 

previous national case studies (Berns et al. 2007, Erling 2004 and Preisler 1999), 

which aims at assessing the uses, attitudes and opinions of the group in relation to 

the English language, education, and the emergence of a European variety of 

English – Euro-English. With the obtained results, I analyze tendencies that may 

differ between the student and teacher group and, when possible, I contrast 

students’ results with those from previous case studies, so as to compare the 

situation in Portugal with other European countries (in this case, Germany, France, 

Belgium, and Holland).  

The findings gathered from my observation reveal that the majority of the 

Portuguese students rate their proficiency in English as B-level and that they do not 

have much experience using English outside Portugal. These results are much lower 

when compared to the German university environment (Erling 2004). Portuguese 

students do, however, have a high percentage of daily ‘passive’ contact with English 

(Preisler 1999) – reading and listening, not as much so, however, when considering 
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an ‘active’ usage of the language – speaking and writing. After also observing 

different varieties of English, Standard English – American or British English – still 

continues as correct a model of usage. 

In terms of teachers’ perspectives, I not only want to study their daily use of 

English and sensibility towards varieties of English, but also their opinions on ELT. 

Findings gathered from teachers reveal that both native speakers and non-native 

speakers, in most cases, generally have a traditional outlook on ELT; however, non-

native speakers more so than native speakers.  

With the information brought together from this limited case study, I believe 

that it may contribute to further studies and other findings that will deepen our 

understanding on the true effects of globalization and English language usage, in 

terms of ELT, language policies at national and European levels, as well as in 

everyday usage. Despite numerous case studies having already been developed on 

ELF usage in European countries, much research still continues to be needed, for us 

to be able to visualize and understand how English is changing, both in Europe and 

in the world. 
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1. English: globalization, communication and change 

 

“English, English everywhere.” 
(Gordon and Deverson 1998) 

 

English is nowadays the most spoken language at an international level and it is 

further promoted as a common language across the diminishing borders of today’s 

European society. It is also, as a global language alongside globalization itself, an 

illustrative feature of the twenty-first century world. 

The increased contact between communities, as a consequence of 

globalization, involves more people communicating over further language 

boundaries, and, as a result, in the near future it will increase the demand for a 

common code. Thus, the availability of English as an international language greatly 

contributes to the acceleration of the globalization process and globalization 

consequently also hastens the use of English. In other words, English may be 

considered as both consequence of and contributor to globalization.  

Globalization is, however, a complex phenomenon to define. Nonetheless, it 

is agreed that economics, politics, technology, communication and culture are 

involved when speaking of this international development. Furthermore, globalization 

also affects the ideas, beliefs and knowledge of people. The sensation that the world 

is becoming interconnected or ‘borderless’ has greatly increased as a consequence 

of the changes in the media and communications technology. We may even speak of 

a ‘communications revolution’ (Crystal 1997) which has greatly developed since the 

second half of the twentieth century, where new communications media have 
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changed, and still continue to, in the social, economic and political structure of 

societies across the world.  

Although our present day society may be viewed as being interconnected by 

an ever growing culture shared worldwide, the aim of globalization is not to create a 

homogenized society, but to rather create societies that take an object or concept, 

and appropriate it according with its needs and culture. For that reason, the results of 

globalization are considered as being complex and not unidirectional, as different 

societies appropriate global pressures accordingly. Furthermore, globalization 

frequently co-occurs with a process of localization, in which this type of local and 

global dynamics has come to be denominated as ‘glocalization’ (Khondker 2004). An 

example of glocalization is the McDonalds fast-food chain, which has restaurants in 

countries worldwide. However, besides the traditional ‘Big-Mac’, restaurants in each 

country also have menus adapted to their own taste.  

The same essence referred to in the situation of McDonald’s restaurants, may 

also be applied to English language usage. As menus are being adapted according 

to each cultural society, so are speakers of English also taking the language into 

their own hands and shaping it according to their needs. Thus, when analyzing 

globalization and the spread of English from a local context, it becomes clear how 

cultural, social and linguistic practices are being transformed in response to these 

processes.  

However, in order to grasp the current situation of English language usage 

globally, to understand its importance and its innumerable varieties, it is fundamental 

to travel back in time so as to comprehend the expansion and dissemination of the 

language, as well as the several domains affected by its presence. Only by going 

back to the two major historical events, which contributed to the use of English at an 
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international level, can the multitude of influences, difficulties and advancements the 

language has gone through be truly grasped. These groundbreaking occurrences 

include, firstly, the British Empire expansion during the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries, when settlers brought along with them their language; and secondly, the 

much more recent effects of globalization during the second half of the twentieth 

century. With the decline of the British Empire during the Second World War and the 

assertion of the United States as a world power in the post-war scenario, English is a 

language associated today with progress, modernity and globalization.  

 

1.1. The expansion of the English language 

The features attributed to English today are not innate characteristics of the 

language itself, but rather the powerful result of its speakers who use the language 

for a multitude of functions. In fact, we can point out numerous features that 

contribute to the importance of any language, and not only English, as those 

mentioned by Dendrinos, Karavanta and Mitsikopoulou (2008): 

 
What a language is or is not depends on the historical and structural 
conditions for its maintenance and use, on the social conditions of its 
institutionalization, on the symbolic value attached to it and to its users, 
and the support mechanisms available for its development, enrichment 
and promotion.  

(Dendrinos, Karavanta and Mitsikopoulou 2008: 1) 

 
In the case of English, during the nineteenth century, the British Empire consolidated 

the position of the English language in the world, creating “a language on which the 

sun never sets” (Graddol 1997: 6). The characteristic trade and cultural policies of 

the British covered parts of Africa, Asia and North America, and English, more often 

than not imposed on inhabitants already living in those territories, came into contact 
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with other native languages. This diffusion of English is associated with two main 

Diasporas where the language has assumed different roles. The first one includes 

the settlement of the English in North America, Australia and New Zealand, while the 

second one includes the establishment of English in Africa and Asia.  

Contact with diverse realities and in various environments has lead to an 

adjustment process of English in each particular context. Each process is a part of 

the integration course so as to meet ends with its new communicative needs. As 

Graddol (1997) notes, the colonization process was the beginning of global 

expansion and the development of new hybrid forms of English: 

 
Britain’s colonial expansion established the pre-conditions for the 
global use of English, taking the language from its island birthplace to 
settlements around the world. The English language has grown up in 
contact with many others, making it a hybrid language which can 
rapidly evolve to meet new cultural and communicative needs. 

(Graddol 1997: 6) 

 
English has experienced a number of linguistic processes in both Diasporas, since 

they were set in motion as a result of the different physical contexts and patterns of 

settlement. Nonetheless, even though first and second Diaspora countries have 

distinct historical, sociological, linguistic, pedagogical and ideological contexts, the 

two have greatly contributed to the development of the English language as it is 

today.  

In the first case, countries belonging to the first Diaspora were established by 

settlers from England, and later on from various parts of Europe and other regions, 

where they founded common communities. In terms of language use, English was 

brought by a significant number of immigrants from the mother country and was 

afterwards adopted by other immigrants in these new territories. As a result, a 
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combined culture and language emerged from this heterogeneous population, which 

played a significant role in contributing to the characteristic structure of first Diaspora 

varieties and to the codification of standards in dictionaries and grammars. 

Nowadays, a substantial proportion of inhabitants in the United States, Canada and 

Australia, for example, are native speakers of English and use English as their first 

language in all domains of daily life (e.g. at home, school, social situations, 

government, etc.). 

 However, the prestige associated with varieties of English other than the 

British model have not always been looked upon with great approval, even among 

first Diaspora countries where English was adopted as the mother tongue of 

inhabitants. In the particular case of the United Sates, American English was 

considered for an extensive period of time as less educated, less cultured and less 

beautiful when compared to British English; however, since then it has developed to 

assume the role of the most powerful and influential variety of English worldwide.  

To achieve this status at a first stage, Noah Webster greatly contributed in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Webster played a major role not only in the 

standardization of American English spelling by publishing An American Dictionary of 

the English Language (1828), but also in the establishment of schools. At a second 

stage and already in the twentieth century, three additional factors contributed, and 

still do, to the prestige of American English. These include the fact that the United 

States is the most powerful nation in the world and such power brings along with it 

influence; secondly, that America’s political influence is extended through American 

popular culture, especially due to music and Hollywood films; and lastly, the 

prominence of American English is closely associated with the rapid progress in 

communication technology.  
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In sum, the increased influence and prestige associated with the American 

variety of English is the product of political power, of American culture and media, of 

technological advancement, and the rapid progress of communications technology. 

The second Diaspora is distinguished from the first, in the sense that English 

was only brought by a handful of speakers to British colonies in Africa, Asia and the 

South Pacific. As a result, such reality led to many different historical, sociocultural 

and canonical contexts in the development of varieties. When compared to the first 

Diaspora, these ex-colonies (e.g. Nigeria, India and Singapore) achieved their 

independence at a much later date, many of them gaining autonomy only after the 

mid twentieth century.   

Traditionally, the uniqueness of these nations is mainly due to their linguistic 

reality, where English co-exists with other local languages. Accordingly, speakers 

belonging to these communities are also in general bilingual or multilingual. The use 

of the English language within these distinctive cultural environments has led to the 

emergence of new hybrid forms and varieties, allowing the language to evolve, as 

well as to reflect and construct the cultural identities of its speakers. Subsequent to 

the independence of African and Asian colonies under British domain, English 

generally assumed the function of a second, official language1 alongside other local 

idioms. Given that the boundaries of the new independent countries were drawn 

according to European interests, these are in great part multilingual and multicultural 

communities. Selecting an indigenous language as the official choice amongst many 

other local languages is not a realistic decision and, for that reason, English is 

looked upon as the most neutral option, even if contested by many. Therefore, 

                                                           
1 Contrary to the general tendency, Malay is nowadays the official language in Malaysia, having 
replaced English in this role (Melchers and Shaw 2003:127). 
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English generally assumes the role of an official language in education, government 

and, other formal national and international affairs. Yet another reason for this 

decision is concerned with the established position English holds in the world. As a 

symbol of modernity and innovation, English is regarded as an open door for these 

new independent countries in their acceptance in the world.  

Postcolonial English varieties are, therefore, described as being ‘nativized’ by 

their speakers, who have taken on several linguistic features which vary from British 

and American standards. Some of the distinctive linguistic elements include: varying 

pronunciation and intonation patterns, slight differences in grammar and sentence 

structure and, most noticeably, different words and expressions imported from local 

languages. These localized varieties with their distinct features are particularly 

perceptible in informal oral speech and in postcolonial literature. In the latter 

situation, the creativity of authors is let loose and many times the reader encounters 

an interweaving of two or more languages, which creates a “third space”, a type of 

interlanguage belonging to an interculture (Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin 1989). By 

appropriating the English language and coming to terms with their colonial past, 

writers take English into their own hands without it assuming a British identity. 

Simultaneously, they are also able to communicate with the English speaking world, 

by releasing themselves from the colonial hold of English and keeping their regional 

identity.  

These emerging and increasingly autonomous varieties of English resulting 

from the second Diaspora were not granted recognition for a long period of time and 

only towards the end of the twentieth century did they begin to be studied. 

Transformed and subverted by their speakers, what is verified is the emergence of a 

designation which describes the reality of these postcolonial bilingual or multilingual 
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communities - New Englishes (McArthur 1992:688)2. New Englishes are today 

conceived as codified and recognized varieties of their own right, which in specific 

cases can be applied in education systems. Arguments in favor of this strategy 

include that a New English variety may offer common experiences and a common 

identity to learners, while a standard ‘reference’ variety might not. Once again, 

international standards and pedagogical policies are called on to be reflected upon, 

as the English language continues to be adapted according to its needs. 

The struggle in relation to the independence of these African and Asian 

varieties is quite similar to the previous situation which took place much earlier with 

American English in the United States. The common perception of ‘deviation’ or 

‘error’ associated with emerging varieties has long been connoted negatively, and 

only with time and codification are ‘mistakes’ or ‘shifts’ transformed into 

institutionalized norms of particular varieties. Therefore, language proficiency and 

the assertion of emerging varieties do not imply following institutionalized norms, but 

being able to mold a language according to our own will. As Widdowson (1993) 

argues, true proficiency only takes place when the speaker considers herself/ himself 

a rightful owner of English, and not an individual obliged to follow prescriptive norms 

where the language no longer reflects its reality: 

 
Real proficiency is when you are able to take possession of the 
language and turn it to your advantage. This is what mastery means. 
So in a way, proficiency only comes with non-conformity, when you 
take the initiative and strike out o your own. (…) English is called upon 
to carry the weight of all kinds of experience, much of it very remote 
indeed from its ancestral home. 

(Widdowson 1993: 385) 

                                                           
2 What is meant by a ‘New English’ is a variety developed through an education system where English 
is the medium of instruction, but not the main language spoken by the population in general. 
Moreover, ‘New English’ environments use English in a wide range of varied functions (e.g. in 
government, the media, literature, or as a lingua franca among different languages). 
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In addition to English belonging to native speakers and to second language 

speakers, it is also in the hands of English speakers in countries worldwide. The 

English language presently functions as the number one default language of 

communication among speakers in most countries. This mass usage of English at a 

global level is unprecedented and even though there have already been other 

languages with a similar status, these were always restricted at a regional level. For 

instance, Latin and French also assumed the role of contact languages; however, 

these languages were limited to Europe in the Middle Ages, and in the seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries, respectively.  

This usage of English associated among non-native speakers and in 

multicultural communication situations is essentially the consequence of two main 

factors. The first cause, as already mentioned, is related with the colonial expansion 

by the British in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, of which one of the 

colonies to thrive has been the United States. The second factor is associated with 

the effects of globalization in the second half of the twentieth century. The decline of 

the British empire after the Second World War, the assertion of the United States as 

the new world economic power and the development of globalization, also directly 

associated with the United States, has deemed English as a language associated 

with progress, modernity and globalization. 

With the advance of modern technology, people worldwide are more 

connected and mobile than ever before, taking part in an ever changing society with 

constantly diverse contact situations and with different people. As many of us have 

witnessed, English plays an essential role in major international domains, particularly 

where instant communication has become essential. As Graddol (1997: 8) points 

out, some of the main domains where English is particularly visible today are:  
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� working language of international organizations and conferences; 

� scientific publications; 

� international banking, economic affairs and trade; 

� advertising for global brands; 

� audio-visual cultural products (e.g. film, TV, popular music); 

� international tourism; 

� tertiary education; 

� international safety (e.g. ‘airspeak’, ‘seaspeak’); 

� international law; 

� as a ‘relay language’ in interpretation and translation; 

� technology transfer; 

� Internet communication. 

The ever increasing domains and number of English speakers has greatly 

contributed to language progress and adjustment. It is an international language, in 

which most interactions taking place are concerned with common language 

functions. Reflecting on this complex situation, it may be questioned to what point 

are non-native speakers ‘rightful owners’ of the language and how will they use it 

creatively to express different perceptions of reality (Widdowson 1993). 

In sum, the usage of English associated with the three distinct realities 

mentioned is a product of the variance in its use. It has become increasingly difficult 

to discuss a language which is simultaneously the national and/or official language in 

several nations, the most taught one in educational systems virtually everywhere and 

also the main language in global communication. As a result, English has developed 

into an increasingly difficult language, with all its varieties, to classify and label. 
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1.2. English as a world language 

Not only has the language changed, but discourse about it has shifted to capture the 

new reality of English. In today’s globalized society, outlining and identifying 

speakers of English according to delimited groups is an arduous task. Speakers of 

English are no longer confined to static groups; they are rather speakers in constant 

exchange amid different people and different situations.  

 Several models have been put forth by researchers in light of describing 

English language usage in the world, being Kachru’s framework (1985) fundamental 

for understanding the progress in the spread of English. 

 
Figure 1.1. Concentric circles of World Englishes, adapted from Kachru 1985 

 

Kachru (1985) proposes a model which functions as a framework for observing the 

several roles English plays in different countries of the world and in a variety of 

sociolinguistic situations. The model consists of three concentric circles (Figure 1.1.): 

United 
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inner, outer and expanding circle. Each circle symbolizes the type of spread, 

patterns of acquisition and functional domains in which English is used in a variety of 

nations and cultures. 

The inner circle is composed by those who use English as a first language (L1 

English speakers) and who also demonstrate a high proficiency level. These 

countries – UK, USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa – have 

English as the official language and mother tongue of most of the population. In 

addition, the standard varieties of these countries are also traditionally regarded as 

norm-providing for international English language learning. According to Kachru’s 

model (1985), the core of all English speakers is located within the inner circle 

countries. 

The outer circle refers to countries where English has an official or important 

status alongside other local languages (L2 English speakers). For that reason, the 

use of English is often restricted to the media, administration and education. These 

nation states have usually been directly or indirectly colonized by other English 

speaking countries. Thus, the intertwining of English and local languages has 

resulted in a process of developing indigenous varieties of English with their own 

independent features (e.g. Indian English and Singaporean English). The ‘Englishes’ 

spoken in these nations are referred to as norm-developing varieties. 

The expanding circle refers to environments where English is learned to 

function as a means of communication at an international level among speakers of 

English as a foreign language (EFL). In these environments (e.g. in China, Argentina 

or Portugal), English is characterized by its highly restricted functions, limiting itself 

to contexts of tourism, business or international relationships, for instance. As for 
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English language learners in these contexts, they have no variety of their own and 

are considered to be norm-dependent followers. 

Nowadays, however, Kachru’s neatly organized model is no longer adequate 

to describe the global and constant shifting uses of English. Nonetheless, it 

continues to be an important instrument in the comprehension of the expansion of 

English language usage and appropriation.  

One of the drawbacks of this theorization is that L1 speakers and L1 speaking 

countries are located in the center of the framework. Hence, the models of 

correctness to be adopted by those learning English as a foreign language will also 

be framework centered. Furthermore, the current position held by English in the 

twenty-first century is characterized by the unclear boundaries between outer and 

expanding circle societies, as well as by the difficulty in defining L1, L2 and EFL 

speakers. The nation-based model put forth by Kachru (1985) is divided according to 

language functions, nativeness and variety status, concepts that are no longer 

limited to geographical boundaries.  

The influence of the traditional EFL speaker from the expanding circle is today 

more important than ever before, as Graddol (1997: 10) argues: “Those who speak 

English alongside other languages will outnumber first-language speakers and, 

increasingly, will decide the global future of the language”. English is currently the 

most spoken language in the world, despite Chinese having the most L1 speakers. 

Contrary to the traditional view of English being associated with the L1 speaker 

(usually from the United Kingdom or United States), it is the L2 and EFL speakers 

who make up most of the world’s English speaking population. Graddol (1997) and 

Crystal (1997) contribute with estimates which confirm that the number of EFL 
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speakers (750 million) has exceeded by far the number of L1 and L2 speakers (375 

million both)3. 

 
Table 1.1: Estimate of the number of English speakers in 1997 

 L1 speakers 
(millions) 

L2 speakers 
(millions) 

EFL speakers 
(millions) 

Graddol 1997 375 375 750 

Crystal 1997 
(2003) 400 430 750 

 

This remarkable growth of English at all levels, according to Crystal (1997), is due to 

the fact that English “is a language which has repeatedly found itself in the right 

place at the right time” (1997: 120). Therefore, it is not the language in itself that is 

better or more versatile when compared to other languages, but the circumstances in 

which it has been involved, that has allowed it develop the way it has. The more a 

language is spoken, the more speakers it will have and, consequently, more people 

will also want to learn it. In Ashcroft et al. (1989) it is argued that English simply 

appears more flexible when compared to other languages and it is the importance of 

the several applications of English that is essential in structuring the language: 

 
(…) english is no different from any other language in its potential 
versatility. It merely appears more versatile because it has been used 
by a greater variety of people. (…) The application of a language to 
different uses is therefore a continuous process. And these uses 
themselves become the language.  

(Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin 1989: 39) 
 

                                                           
3 The numbers estimating English language usage worldwide vary according to each researcher. 
There is, however, a common tendency, which is that of English language usage rising at a rapid rate 
at all three levels, especially in the last fifty years. Being the L2 and EFL speaker groups those which 
have greatly contributed to the increase in English usage. 
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Given that English is being used by a greater variety of people, it may be verified that 

the number of non-native speakers and communicative situations among non-native 

speakers have increased and surpassed by large the number of native speakers and 

native speaker contact situations. For that reason, many have been the proposals 

debated by scholars on which terminology best describes the use of English in this 

globalization era. The result of such debate has given rise to a plethora of 

designations, in which some of those most discussed include4:  

� English as an International Language (Widdowson 1997 and Modiano 1999) 

� General English (Ahulu 1997) 

� World English (Brutt-Griffler 2002) 

� World Standard (Spoken) English (McArthur 1987) 

 
However, it is the term English as a Lingua Franca (ELF) that has reached a general 

consensus amongst most contemporary scholars and it may even be observed in 

many recent publications in Applied Linguistics. Scholars such as House (1999), 

Jenkins (2000), and Seidlhofer (2001), just to name a few, have adopted this 

terminology in their reflections on the English language and its current uses. ELF has 

generally been adopted to refer to the diverse roles English plays in several 

contexts, along with its diverse speakers who play an important role in the shaping 

and progress of the language. 

Thus, as Graddol (1997) notes, English has been, and continues to be, 

subject to language, status and quantitative changes in the hands of its diverse 

speakers. These changes are essentially the result of the demographic distribution of 

                                                           
4 Due to the impossibility of mentioning all proposed terminologies, the designations mentioned are a 
brief register of those most discussed, with the respective indication of where an in depth study is 
dedicated to these terms. 
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the English speaking population, which has shifted from the traditional center of 

gravity to the peripheries.  

 
English in the future, as in the past, will be subject to three types of 
change. First, although different speakers, communities or 
communicative domains may be affected differently, there will be 
changes to the language itself. Certainly in pronunciation, vocabulary 
and grammar, but also in the range of text types and genres which 
employ English. Second, there will be change in status. English may 
acquire a different meaning and pattern of usage among non-native 
speakers, or be used for a wider range of social functions. Third, 
English will be affected by quantitative changes, such as number of 
speakers, the proportion of the world’s scientific journals published in 
English, or the extent to which the English language is used for 
computer-based communication. 

 (Graddol 1997: 16)   

 
As a result, the number of linguistic exchanges between non-native speakers of 

English is much higher when compared to the number of linguistic exchanges 

between non-native and native speakers, or even amongst native English speakers 

themselves. An example of these figures can be seen in the domain of international 

tourism, an area which is in frank expansion and where non-native/non-native 

communicative situations are frequent (Table 1.2).  

 
Table 1.2. Types of English interactions in tourism (Graddol 2006: 29) 

74%

10%

12% 4%
Non-English speaking to 

Non-English speaking
Other countries to English

English to other countries

English to English
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It is in these types of situations, characterized by cross-cultural communicative 

situations, that English assumes the role of a lingua franca and where different 

communicative strategies are adopted so as to facilitate conversations. 

Nonetheless, despite its cross-cultural nature, according to Kachru’s model 

(1985), ELF is a part of the expanding circle, since communication essentially takes 

place at the level of foreign English speakers. However, it is worth noting that the 

simple exchange between the “F” and “L” in English as a Foreign Language and 

English as a Lingua Franca, greatly contributes to observe the reality of facts 

through an entirely different perspective (Gonçalves 2007: 30). In the first case 

(EFL), a speaker of English is placed at the periphery of the circle and is seen as an 

outsider learning a foreign language which does not belong to him/her. English is 

always deemed as someone else’s mother tongue and particular emphasis is given 

to the culture and society of the inner circle.  In the second case (ELF), the speaker 

is no longer perceived as a foreigner, but as an English speaker at the same level of 

native-speakers. As referred by Brumfit (2001), all speakers of English are rightful 

‘owners’ with the power to adapt or change a language, as well as with the power to 

mold the beliefs and ideologies associated with the language: 

 
(…) the English language no longer belongs numerically to speakers of 
English as a mother tongue, or first language. The ownership (by which 
I mean the power to adapt and change) of any language in effect rests 
with the people who use it, however they are, however multilingual they 
are, however monolingual they are. The major advances in 
sociolinguistic research over the half past century indicate clearly the 
extent to which languages are shaped by their use. (…) Statistically, 
native speakers are in a minority for language use, and thus in practice 
for language change, for language maintenance, and for the ideologies 
and beliefs associated with the language – at least in so far as non-
native speakers use the language for a wide range of public and 
personal needs. 

(Brumfit 2001: 116) 
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Hence, ELF is conceived as being detached from the Kachruvian model (1985) and, 

consequently, also from the conventional contexts of imperialism and hegemony. In 

the latter case, speakers of English combat the conventional imperial dominance of 

English, by appropriating the language for their own purposes (Pennycook 1998). 

Considering ELF as part of all speakers who interact at an international level 

within multicultural communities, would it thus seem plausible to establish that ELF is 

a developing variety of its own, with its own standards? Due to the difficulty in 

encountering a definition for ELF, the answer to this question has still not been 

found. Nonetheless, many scholars do agree on the functional essence of the term, 

but do not agree with the structural features. For ELF to be considered a variety, it 

would have to share a number of features among its speakers. However, because 

ELF speakers are constantly engaging in contacts with speakers from other cultural 

backgrounds and with different levels of competence, the possibility of a common 

core resulting from these experiences would be unexpected (Mollin 2006). An 

exception to these circumstances would be if a group of people with different mother 

tongues contacted with each other on a daily basis, as it is the case in scientific 

laboratories or in multinational corporations, for example. In these situations, where 

there is a stable environment, speakers tend to develop a code of their own with 

specific features understood by all. Communities like these are, however, rather 

limited in size and within a particular group, therefore, their influence within the 

greater community at large is gone unnoticed in most cases5.  

                                                           
5 Depending on the communities, some of them have great influence on the public in general, 
especially with teenagers, which are an age group prone to assimilating a culture of the “cool” (e.g. 
Hip-hop, wrestling, etc.). This notion concerning “influences from below” on language usage will be 
further discussed in the second chapter. 
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Bearing in mind these aspects, it is noted that features of ELF depend on the 

situation and the communication purposes of its speakers. Therefore, it is perhaps 

more appropriate to identify English as a Lingua Franca as a register rather than as 

a variety. The reason for regarding ELF as a register has to do with the fact that it is 

mainly associated with specific functions and that it has more potential for 

heterogeneity when opposed to variety. In other words, as a register, ELF is:  

 
characterized as that which the user is speaking at the time, it is 
determined by the nature of the social activity, it is semantically flexible 
and diverse, it has a restricted (special purpose) function [and shows] 
typical features of spoken varieties and ‘language in action’.  

(James 2000: 33) 

 
Besides its function, another common feature that has also unified ELF is the kind of 

communicative strategies adopted by its speakers to overcome any obstacles that 

may come up in conversations among people from different linguistic, cultural and 

social orientations. As a lingua franca, it is a “language for communication” rather 

than a “language for identification”, hence it being culture-free and neutral. So, 

multilingual speakers, who use English for utilitarian purposes and with a pragmatic 

attitude, will not develop a cultural affinity with the language nor will they attempt to 

represent their identities through English (Canagarajah 2006). We should, however, 

not mistake the adoption of these communicative strategies as a simplistic approach 

to language. As it is noted in House (2007), ELF speakers should be considered as 

part of a privileged group who have access to a wide range of languages and 

cultures, and whose aim is to negotiate meaning, while retaining at the same time 

their own identity and attitude: 

 
Multicultural and intercultural actants should be looked upon as 
belonging to a privileged group whose members can achieve a wide 
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range of important and interesting things by means of having more 
than one language and culture at their disposal and showing it. They 
show it by their specific ways of marking identity, attitudes and 
alliances, signaling discourse functions, conveying politeness, creating 
aesthetic and humorous effects, or pragmatic ambiguity and so on. 

(House 2007: 16) 

 
In sum, not only has English changed, but also the discourse about English. It has 

shifted so as to capture the new reality surrounding English language usage. A 

neatly divided model in three concentric circles no longer reflects English speakers, 

as the boundaries between L1, L2 and EFL become increasingly blurred. 

Globalization and the communications revolution have contributed to changing 

patterns during the twentieth century, and, as a result, communication among 

English speakers will generally take place among multilingual and multicultural 

speakers.  

Essentially, ELF emerges as a register for non-native speakers to 

communicate and as a possible established variety in the future. To do so, 

communicative strategies are essential so as to establish a conversation in different 

situations and with different people. The idea is not to center our knowledge on a 

single model, but rather to ‘think globally and act locally’ according to each situation. 

In such a context, standard native varieties are no longer the main objective for 

many learners, since English usage is centered as a language for communication, 

rather than as a language for identification.  

Considering English according to these terms, function and communicative 

strategies, will inevitably lead to a rethinking of English Language Teaching (ELT). 

The aims of the student and teacher will eventually be different from the traditional 

practices where English was taught as a foreign language.  
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1.3. Consequences and changes in English language teaching 

According to Melchers and Shaw (2003), when considering what kind of English 

should be taught in schools, various notions need to be kept in mind, such as the 

exposure given to the students, the model that should be imitated and the target that 

should be aimed at. So as to define these three concepts the aim in education also 

has to be classified accordingly: if it is for national use, for foreign language learning 

(introducing learners to a different culture) or for international language learning 

(allowing learners to communicate across cultural and language boundaries). 

In the particular context of globalization, ELT should reflect the global diversity 

of the language and prepare its learners with the necessary skills in their lives. This, 

however, has not always been the approach followed and, in some cases, it is still 

frowned upon. Traditionally, ELT focuses on English as a foreign language which:  

 
tends to highlight the importance of learning about the culture and 
society of native speakers; it stresses the centrality of the methodology 
in discussions of effective learning; and emphasizes the importance of 
emulating native speaker language behaviour.  

(Graddol 2006: 82) 

 
 The learner is consequently positioned as an outsider, who struggles to gain access 

to the target community, but who will never be a part of it; the language will always 

be considered as someone else’s mother tongue. As Graddol (Graddol 2006: 83) 

claims, “The learner is constructed as a linguistic tourist – allowed to visit, but without 

rights of residence and required always to respect the superior authority of native 

speakers”. 

The role of English has, however, assumed a ‘global’ domain in the last 

decades and, consequently, a number of shifts have taken place so as to meet the 

communicative needs of students. Under these circumstances, English is learned 
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without aiming for a near-native proficiency of a prestigious variety and importance is 

also given to the functions of clarity in cross-cultural communicative scenarios 

(Modiano 2000). 

The cross-cultural role of an international language like English should then 

focus on notions such as, intercultural communication and language awareness, 

where communication strategies and accommodation skills are essential (Seidlhofer 

2002: 22). Such strategies / skills comprise: resorting to extralinguistic cues, 

supportive listening, signaling non-comprehension, repetition and paraphrasing, 

among other aspects.  The exposure to a wide range of varieties is yet another 

aspect which facilitates the acquisition of communicative abilities when 

communicating in lingua franca situations. 

Since intercultural communication has assumed such an important role, in 

House (2007) the definition proposed for an ‘intercultural speaker’ is an example that 

demonstrates the insufficiency of the reality of an ELF situation (the dichotomy native 

culture vs. new culture): 

 
Intercultural actants need to be conceived as independent of both their 
native culture (and language) and the new culture (and language) 
which they are trying to link, mediate, reconciliate. They are creating 
something new and autonomous in-between, hybrid, third way. 

(House 2007: 14-15)  

 
Modiano (2005), however, takes the notion of ‘intercultural ’in Seidlhofer (2002) one 

step further and prefers a ‘multicultural’ approach. The term ‘intercultural’ is 

considered by him as deficient, since it refers to someone solely functioning between 

two languages and two cultures.  
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With reference to Risager (1998)6, Modiano (2005) considers an intercultural 

approach as an improvement to the learner’s cultural distinctiveness in the 

negotiation of the target language and culture, nonetheless, the language is still 

taught as if it were a first language, in a native speaker environment, therefore, 

associated with aspects of identity and culture. It is the ‘multicultural’ target that 

should be the aim, because it is considered the norm where languages are taught 

from a lingua franca perspective by and for non-native speakers (NNS): 

  
Here it is possible to center the learning of a language on a broad 
range of NNS to NNS interaction functions. Thus, the cultural context 
for language learning is the site in which a myriad of actors 
representing various languages and cultures, as well as differing levels 
of competence and comprehensive ability, come together in any 
number of constellations. 

(Modiano 2005: 30)  

 
From this perspective, ELF users are not only communicating in English, but are 

communicating with individuals from different cultures. As previously mentioned, 

what characterizes lingua franca interaction is the multiple and varying relations in 

constant mutation and for that reason the need to stimulate communication in 

multidimensional situations. Therefore, the focus in the classroom should become 

one of communication, rather than the acquisition of a strictly idealized norm. 

Intelligibility is of primary importance, rather than native-like accuracy, so 

consequently, emphasis should be placed on communication, reception and 

accommodation when teaching oral skills. Moreover, the act of communicating 

should also be intimately linked with the negotiation of meaning, especially when 

                                                           
6 Risager, Karen. 1998. “Language teaching and the process of European integration”. In Byram, M. 
and Fleming, M. (eds.). 1998. Language learning in intercultural perspective. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press. 242-54. 
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using English worldwide, where the flexibility and capacity of adjustment of its 

speakers is essential in order to make themselves understood  (Erling 2004: 251). 

Bearing in mind that the idyllic aim in the classroom is that of a cross-cultural 

communicative competence7, the traditional supremacy of the native speaker 

teacher is here no longer considered the most advantageous. Contrary to the native 

teacher, the non-native instructor possesses the knowledge of the linguistic 

complexities of the mother tongue and the target language in contact and so, he or 

she is well suited to provide students with a pluralistic cultural perspective (Modiano 

2005: 26).  To gain such a perspective, the practices and beliefs of others should be 

respected, and it is with this reality that the non-native teacher is more familiar. S/he 

is familiarized with being in numerous diverse situations and drawing from her/his 

own experience, that is why s/he is more likely to be aware of the various 

communicative strategies for overcoming obstacles between people from different 

linguistic, cultural and social orientations. It is for that reason that the non-native 

speaker may be regarded as the most suitable person for establishing a lingua 

franca domain and for legitimizing, codifying and standardizing non-native varieties 

which are a reflection of their own mindset, and distinctive from the native speaker’s 

frames of reference. 

                                                           
7 Berns (2006) refers to the notion of ‘communicative competence’ with regard to Dell Hymes as a 
“knowledge of sociolinguistic rules that is separate from knowledge of grammatical rules” (Berns 
2006: 719). Communicating is more than just producing grammatically correct sentences, as Hymes 
considers it:  

Communication as also entailing knowledge of how to use language appropriately in 
ways that are acceptable to other members of the speech community (…) 
Communicative competence is what users of a language realize in choosing what to 
say as well as when and how to say it. And it is the context – cultural as well as social 
– that influences these features of linguistic performance. 

(Berns 2006: 719) 
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Much reluctance has, however, surged in considering ELF as a viable 

teaching model, when considering it is not (yet) a stable variety. A possible solution 

is to adopt L1 norms as the teaching model, though the learner’s desires and 

ambitions should be the aimed target. The term ‘model’ (Mollin 2006: 54), with 

reference to Gnutzmann (2005:17), is designated as: 

 
an idealization, from which one can diverge. In this sense, the primary 
function of a model is to offer orientation for the learners and not to act 
as a frame of reference to signal errors. 

(Mollin 2006: 54) 

  
According to Gnutzmann (2005), the learner is simultaneously in contact with L1 

English and lingua franca communicative strategies, which inevitably involve 

pragmatic strategies (House 2002), core phonology8 (Jenkins 2000) and the 

avoidance of complicated structures and infrequent words.  

 The adoption of these communicative strategies should not be considered as 

a simplistic approach to the language. These speakers should be viewed rather as 

part of a privileged group, who have access to a wide range of languages and 

cultures, and whose aim is to negotiate meaning, while retaining at the same time 

their own identity and attitude: 

 
Multicultural and intercultural actants should be looked upon as 
belonging to a privileged group whose members can achieve a wide 
range of important and interesting things by means of having more 
than one language and culture at their disposal and showing it. They 
show it by their specific ways of marking identity, attitudes and 

                                                           
8 Jenkins has developed a ‘Lingua Franca Core’ for international pronunciation, which is based on 
empirical data drawn from English as an International Language (EIL) interactions. The instances 
where pronunciation causes miscommunication and where other items also cause miscommunication 
on a regular basis are designated as belonging to the ‘core’. On the other hand, when items differ 
from NS pronunciation, but do not cause miscommunication, these items are designated as ‘non-core’ 
and instead of being regarded as errors, they are regarded as instances of L2 regional variation.  
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alliances, signaling discourse functions, conveying politeness, creating 
aesthetic and humorous effects, or pragmatic ambiguity and so on. 

(House 2007: 16) 

 
 
1.4. Some remarks 

 
 As it has been discussed during the chapter, the English language has gone 

through several phases, first as a standard national language in the British Isles, 

afterwards as the language of colonialism and lastly, as the language in the 

globalization era. It is in this last context that the use of the language as a lingua 

franca has spread to many domains and has become the language adopted by many 

in areas such as education, business, information technology, communications, the 

media, amongst others. The language is no longer the ‘possession’ of the British, but 

of all speakers who appropriate it according to their uses.  

 When appropriating English according to their needs, speakers bring to the 

language new perspectives and new ways of negotiating meaning.  Consequently, 

the teaching of English has to be rethought, especially in a society where most acts 

of communication take place amongst speakers whose first language is not English. 

The native-speaker model is no longer considered as the target of perfection, and 

the focus has shifted to a rather a multicultural approach, where intelligibility and 

communicative strategies are the communicative competences to be achieved. 

In conclusion, the role of English in the world is a two-way relationship, it not 

only influences many domains, but is also influenced by its uses: 

 “English is helping to transform the world and in which English, in turn, 
is transformed by the world.”  

(Graddol 2006: 59) 
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In the following chapter I consider the transformations suffered by English and 

discuss its use at a European level, where English has achieved the status of ELF 

and is no longer considered as a foreign language. 
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2.  English as a Lingua Franca in Europe 

 
  

… you speak English, you probably think in English, you may even 
dream in English, yet English is not your true language. I would even 

say that English is a disguise for you… 

 ‘How does a native speak?’ 

‘From the heart. Words well up from within 
 and he sings them, sings along with them. So to speak.’ 

(Coetzee 2005: 230) 

 

English has become a global language at all levels in today’s society. However, to 

what extent has it flourished within the European continent and in what domains is it 

most noticeable? And what about in Portugal, more particularly, is the case the same 

or are their differences? 

 Europeans increasingly communicate with each other as more and more 

nations join the European Union (EU), and these developments require proficiency in 

English for various purposes, such as studying at a university level, getting a good 

job, travelling within Europe and around the world, or for staying ahead of the news, 

literature, music and other cultural trends. So, the process of globalization, while it 

has diminished the significance of several economic, political and cultural boarders, 

it has also contributed to the use of English as a lingua franca in numerous fields. In 

fact, the spread of the English language in Europe, as in other regions, has been one 

of the significant side effects of the globalization process. Due to the circumstances 

considered, the European context, with each nation’s specificities, provides an ideal 

space to analyze the effects of globalization and the spread of English. 
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2.1. From a global to a European analysis 

Upon observing the use of English in the world, outer and expanding circle societies 

can no longer be distinctively differentiated; radical differences between those 

societies can no longer be assumed, so, disparities and distinctions among first, 

second and foreign language are nowadays becoming increasingly blurred. McArthur 

(2003) classifies this change according to the various perceptions of English 

speakers. The ideally tripartite division is no longer suited to the present day ‘fuzzy’ 

reality, as the term ‘native user’ no longer corresponds to proficiency, nor does 

‘foreign user’ correspond to incompetence. Many second language (L2) and foreign 

language speakers have a better command of English use, when compared with 

many native speakers. Therefore, the division between these two groups seems 

inappropriate in today’s society: 

 
Once they [English speakers] were fairly clear: the first were born to 
English, the second had it thrust upon them in colonial times and the 
third was everybody else who knew any English. Now, however, they 
have very fuzzy edges. Many native users have low opinions of the 
English of other native users, at home or abroad; many second-
language users are manifestly more fluent in some aspects of the 
language than many natives, especially in professional activities; and 
many foreign users know and use the language better than many 
native- and second-language users, the outcome of a learning process 
that began in childhood. The distinction ‘second’ and ‘foreign’ seems 
therefore much less valuable than it may once have been. 

(McArthur 2003: 57) 

 
Bearing in mind not only the global tendency, but also more specifically the 

European reality, one of the problems with the model put forward by Kachru (1985) 

is that it reproduces a center-periphery dichotomy9.  

                                                           
9 The notion of the center-periphery dichotomy of the concentric circles model (Kachru 1985) was 
already previously discussed in depth in chapter 1. 
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This centrist model based on concentric circles places the native English 

speaker (L1) at the center of the framework. The use of expressions such as ‘inner 

circle’ implies that only L1 speakers of English correctly speak the language, this due 

to the fact that they have an exclusive insight into the language and are, therefore, 

the only ones authorized to control it. With inner circle speakers located at the center 

of the model, all other speakers of English consider this center as their reference 

variety in English language learning. 

However, the international linguistic panorama has changed and Europe is 

not an exception. English has assumed its place and is gradually considered as a 

lingua franca or even L2 of the European community at large. In other words, English 

functions as the default language of communication among Europeans in multilingual 

settings and its presence within national borders is established at several levels, 

such as in tertiary education, the media, and science and technology.  

The EU has also taken an interest in the analysis of language usage, as well 

as other topics within member states. Since 1973, the European Commission has 

been monitoring the evolution of public opinions in member states, by carrying out 

Eurobarometer surveys and studies on a regular basis. The major issues addressed 

concern European citizenship, such as, for example, topics on enlargement, social 

situation, health, culture, information technology, environment, defense, etc10. 

Furthermore, Eurydice has also, since 1980, been one of the strategic mechanisms 

established by the European Commission and member states to boost cooperation, 

by improving understanding of systems and policies. It also provides a wide source 

of information, including detailed descriptions of how European education systems 

                                                           
10 For a more detailed description of how public opinion analysis is brought about at the European 
Commission by way of Eurobarometer surveys, consult the Internet 
http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/index_en.htm. 
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are organized and how they function. Eurydice includes as well, comparative studies 

covering various aspects of education systems, such as the funding of higher 

education, language teaching, and the teaching profession, for example11. In sum, 

both Eurobarometer and Eurydice have focused on language policies, where English 

has been the center of attention in several studies. The emphasis placed on English 

language results from the increasing number of English speakers in the EU.  

Despite German being the language with the most L1 speakers, English is the 

most spoken language in Europe (40.5%), L1 and non-L1 speakers included, as it is 

confirmed by the data in the Eurobarometer (2001) survey. Furthermore, it is also 

virtually the most learned language in schools at all levels of primary and secondary 

education. 

 
Table 2.1. Languages known in the EU15 member states (Eurobarometer 2001) 

 

 

 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

In accordance with the number of those who know English, 75.2% of Europeans 

share the opinion that it is useful to know this language, compared with 39.7% who 

claim French as useful. When asked, ‘Everyone in the European Union should be 

                                                           
11 For a in depth analysis of Eurydice functions, consult their official website at 
http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/Eurydice 
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able to speak English’, once again, the great majority of respondents agree with the 

statement (69.4%) (Eurobarometer 2001). 

Bearing in mind these numbers, Europe as a multilingual and multicultural 

community has established a unique linguistic scenario, where English is employed 

as a lingua franca in both inter- and intra-national communication. Consequently, 

several issues have surfaced and have been debated by scholars and Europeans at 

large. Such is the case with language and identity matters, the several domains 

where English has asserted itself, as well as adjustments in educational policies, all 

issues that I will focus on in this chapter. 

 

2.2. Identity within a multilingual Europe 

As discussed in chapter 1, the use of the English language has gained significant 

importance at an international level, especially since the second half of the twentieth 

century with the developments in globalization and communication, and Europe has 

not been indifferent to this reality.  

The “Old Continent”, as usually referred to, has an extensive history where 

national cultures and languages have obtained much significance in defining the 

identity of Europeans. In the twentieth century, however, communication across 

nations intensified, especially with the founding of the EU and the opening of national 

borders in favor of free circulation of all EU citizens.   

The reality of present day Europe12 is a consequence of the globalization 

process, or better yet, the result of a Europeanization process, which has led to the 

                                                           
12 When referring to the term Europe in this dissertation, it refers to the countries solely belonging to 
the European Union. The reason for this is due to the fact that the research and surveys carried out 
are not only at national levels, but also at a wider level with European Organizations (such as the 
European Commission and the Council of Europe). Therefore, when referring to Europe, it includes all 
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decreasing importance of national borders. Power at all levels has become more 

centralized and, as a result of European policies, day-to-day interaction among 

people from different cultures is nowadays a common reality in Europe.  

Due to the commemoration of the “Year of Intercultural Dialog” (2008) in the 

EU, a survey was conducted asking citizens to report, amongst other aspects, their 

interactions with people of different cultural backgrounds. Results demonstrate that 

65% of the respondents in the 27 EU member states are able to remember of an 

interaction with at least one person either of a different religion, ethnic background or 

nationality other than their own in the seven days prior to the survey (Flash 

Eurobarometer 2007). Communication among Europeans of many cultures and 

languages is, therefore, an undeniable reality. Physical and national borders are no 

longer barriers for establishing contact; however, it is a speaker’s own mother tongue 

which may impede the exchange of ideas.  

As referred by Berns et al. (2007), one of the essential features of Europe is 

its multilinguistic community with many official and regional languages: 

 
Fifty distinct languages are recognized in Europe, including Russia and 
Turkey – 33 as official state languages and 17 as officially recognized 
regional languages. This number, as reported by Trim (1994), does not 
include spoken varieties or languages brought by immigrants.  

(Berns et al. 2007: 15) 

 
With so many languages spoken within a common territory, the need to resort to a 

shared language spoken among the majority of participants becomes a basic 

necessity for fast and effective communication, especially when translation or 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

27 member states: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, 
France, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Greece, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the 
Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and the United 
Kingdom.  
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interpretation services are not offered. Depending on the situation, the official 

language of a country may be the means used but, in most cases, the language 

which many fall back on is English. For example, a Greek student who has studied 

Dutch at school may try to speak Dutch, when travelling to the Netherlands on 

holidays; however, if s/he is unable to make her/himself understood, s/he will 

automatically resort to English so as to be understood. In conclusion, the option of 

using Greek is not even considered, because the student will assume that, by 

expressing her/himself in English, s/he will have better chances at communicating 

successfully. 

 The increased use and presence of English as a lingua franca, not only at an 

international level, but also at a European or even national level, has contributed to 

several mixed feelings very similar to the situation in postcolonial contexts13. Even 

though Europeans have recognized the importance and usefulness in learning the 

language, the fear of losing their cultural and linguistic identities14  to English is also 

a concern shared by many. With the free circulation of citizens (Schengen 

Agreement 1990), individuals no longer assume only one identity, but several 

identities at various levels (for example: regional, national and supra-national 

identities) and depending on the situation, the language they fall back on will also 

                                                           
13 English in Europe is often compared to postcolonial contexts in the sense that voices are heard in 
favor or against the use of English. In addition, there have also been proposals for Europeans to 
assert their linguistic independence in relation to English and recognize their own localized standard 
form – European English (see page 57 for further development), as has been the case with other 
postcolonial varieties, such as, for example: Indian English, Nigerian English and Singaporean 
English. 
14 Language is not only a means of communication, but is also considered as an identity badge and 
sign of membership to a community. The idea of one’s own national language being substituted by a 
lingua franca is often looked upon with dismay, especially when considering we are traditionally 
socialized into a society through language. During the nineteenth century many state governments 
tried to enforce monolinguism by imposing a single standardized national language within their 
borders. As a result, bi-/mulltilinguism solely belonged to a small educated cosmopolitan elite (Wright 
1999). 
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vary. As Barbour and Carmichael (2000) argues, Europeans have multiple identities 

they resort to, depending on the situation. Identity is no longer restrained to physical 

or cultural boundaries, but varies according to each situation: 

National and cultural boundaries are being broken down. In their 
everyday lives Europeans often have more than one linguistic identity. 
Many use different languages at work or at study, like medieval monks 
inscribing Latin or nineteenth-century diplomats negotiating in French. 
(…) Potentially, Europeans have a greater range of identities on which 
to draw than ever.  

(Barbour and Carmichael 2000: 286-287) 

 
Defining identity is regarded as a difficult task, especially in what concerns the 

complex situation of Europe and language usage. Nonetheless, the European 

situation implies a particular way in considering identities. The notion of identity is 

considered as a “multilayered dynamic process” (Coulmas 2005: 173) in constant 

negotiation. It is a social construct where other identities may be added on to the one 

we already possess, rather than an inborn and static trait that cannot be affected by 

change. As Coulmas (2005) notes, identities are also molded according to context 

and time, and depending on each context we can resort to different languages: 

 
(…) identities are not mutually exclusive but form a complex fabric of 
intersecting affiliations, commitments, convictions and emotional bonds 
such that each individual is a member of various overlapping groups 
with varying degrees of incorporation. Each individual’s memberships 
and identities are variable, changing in intensity by context and over 
time. 

(Coulmas 2005:179). 

 
Even though individuals may assume a plurality of identities, national languages will 

not cease to play an important role within many national environments (e.g. 

government matters, public schooling and daily contacts). However, the notion of 

multilayered identities based on bi-/multilingual competence is what confers 
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individuals the ability to communicate at all levels of power, as it is argued by Wright 

(1999), when comparing linguistic and political aspects: 

 
(…) national languages will not disappear although they may cease to 
play such an exclusive role in the various national spaces. (…) 
language practices are likely to follow political developments 
[therefore,] both linguistically and politically we may need to accustom 
ourselves to plurality: an acceptance of multilayered political identities 
and affiliations and personal bi- or multi-linguism which will allow us to 
be actors at all the levels where power is exercised.  

(Wright 1999: 97) 

 
Therefore, bearing in mind the concept of a multiplicity of identities, it may be 

assumed that an individual living in the Basque region of Spain will speak Basque 

when in his region, however, while studying in Madrid at the University, he will speak 

Castilian, and when on holidays in the Czech Republic he will most likely resort to 

English, when communicating with Czechs or other tourists. 

As verified by the example above, we do not cease from being the same 

person. When we interact, we co-orient and coordinate our behavior so as to 

accomplish different social functions and, consequently, we also take on several 

social identities. As Abrams et al. (2005) notes, the notions of identity and language 

are both intimately associated with communication, and both influence and are 

influenced by each other:  

 
Identity is a vibrant phenomenon subject to societal, situational, and 
communicative forces; just as identity prompts communication, so too 
does communication create and alter identity. 

(Abrams et al. 2005: 218) 
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This approach in accepting new cultural, linguistic and social forms and identities is 

greatly comparable with that of the postcolonial hybridization15 process. In 

postcolonial settings a type of ‘third space’ is created in which intercultural 

communication arises in the milieu of several languages and identities. The main 

function of English in Europe is not to ‘kill’ other European languages and cultures, 

but to facilitate contact when other means of communication are unavailable.  

According to Soler (2007), if the distinction between language for 

communication and language for identification is clarified, the increase in linguistic 

unity is not considered as a risk for cultural diversity. English will assume the role of 

a direct mediator among participants which in other cases would have to rely on 

translation. However, over time this distinction between language for communication 

and language for identification associated with a lingua franca, as proposed by Soler 

(2007), may be unnecessary. The reason for this is related to the fact that English 

may assume the quality of identity for speakers. A lingua franca, as any other 

language, is competent of becoming carrier and reflector of identity. Brutt-Griffler 

(2002) believes that speakers of English as a lingua franca are carriers of a 

transnational identity that is in progress and that these speakers make up a ‘world 

language speaking community’. When Erling (2004) refers to Brutt-Griffler (2002), 

this ‘world community’ is the main point of focus, as well as individual English 

language usage which reflects personal and global cultural aspects: 

This community, she [Brutt-Griffler] argues, shares a culture formed by 
globalization and its cultural and economic accompaniments. This 
means that the English language is a potential carrier of the British and 
American culture, the ‘home’ culture of the EFL user, as well as a 
transmitter of the global culture in which its users participate. 

(Erling 2004: 77) 
                                                           
15 For a more detailed description on postcolonial contexts and the hybridity of language consult 
Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin (1989). 
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The co-existence among several languages is easily depicted within several national 

borders and these situations clearly reflect the bigger European panorama. An 

example of a country with these features is Luxembourg, in which the members of 

the community consider it important to preserve the minority vernacular as a part of a 

larger group identity; nonetheless, they are also able to communicate in the more 

common European languages. French is the most commonly spoken language in 

Luxembourg, while most of the written works are in German. Nonetheless, 

Luxembourgish is not threatened, because it is limited to certain spheres of life.  

The same must also be kept in mind in the European context at large. 

Different languages and different identities have their own place and are not 

threatened by the existence of others. On the contrary, both should be considered as 

important pieces of the puzzle that makes Europe a whole. 

 

2.3. English domains of use in Europe 

Contact with English in Europe is no longer solely restricted within an educational 

environment; it has also assumed an integral role in other important areas in our 

community.  

 Normally, sociolinguists classify the use of a language in society according to 

the domains in which that language is used. Coulmas (2005) defines a domain as a 

theoretical concept associated with the situational use of language in society. The 

more domains of use a language has, the more important it is and the more 

ingrained it is in a specific community. Furthermore, 

 
it refers to an aggregate of locales of communication – public vs. 
private; role relationships between participants – family members, 
official/client; and kinds of interaction – formal vs. informal.  

(Coulmas 2005: 138) 
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In this day and age English assumes functions in several main areas of our society, 

not only in educational environments, but also in daily situations.  

 Even though the presence of English in mainland Europe has been traced 

back to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, it was only in the twentieth 

century that it gained a stronger presence. Such presence is not solely due to the 

British Isles, but also due to the United States’ role in ending World War I and once 

again after the end of World War II. As noted in Berns et al. (2007), the presence of 

English in Europe has spread to a wide range of domains and functions: 

 
“In 21st century Europe, as in most other regions of the world, English 
is used for a variety of purposes and serves its speakers in a wide 
range of functions and domains. It dominates in the fields of science 
and technology, diplomacy and international relations, sports and 
international competitions, media (audio, visual, electronic, print), 
business and commerce, design and fashion, travel and tourism, the 
entertainment industry, and higher education.”  

(Berns et al. 2007: 19) 

 
� Educational domains 

The educational domains of English describe how the language is officially promoted 

in schools. At a European level, English language teaching is constantly expanding 

and it predominates in most of Europe. English is the most learnt language in 

virtually all countries and its dominant position is also becoming stronger in central 

and eastern European countries.  

Not only do students want to learn the language, but their parents also are 

aware of its importance. In accordance with these opinions, 77% of EU citizens 

consider that their children should learn English as the first foreign language 
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(Eurobarometer 2005). With the exception of Belgium and Luxembourg16, English is 

the most widely taught foreign language in primary education.  

Furthermore, the lower age level at which children start learning a foreign 

language, usually English as the chosen language, is one of the policies adopted by 

the EU to develop proficient bilingual speakers. In compulsory education it is 

obligatory that students learn English in thirteen countries. At a secondary level, 

regardless of it being or not compulsory, close to 90% of European students 

continue to learn English (Eurydice 2005).  

In higher education English is associated as the language of science and of 

the academia. It is used in classes, at conferences, for scientific publications and 

organizations. Also, with the introduction of European reforms (the Bologna Process) 

and European study programs (Erasmus and Leonardo da Vinci), English acts as a 

selling point in our globalized society, as a technique for attracting students from 

other regions of the world.  

 
� Professional domains 

In terms of the professional domains throughout Europe, English is strongly 

promoted in the workplace and this includes the use of the language at work, among 

employees or for other professional contacts. In fields such as business and 

commerce, and science and technology, the extensive contact with English is 

increasingly inescapable.  

                                                           
16

 In countries such as Luxembourg and Belgium where there is more than one official language, 
children generally learn first the other official languages they do not yet know. In these cases, English 
is not the second language in the sequence of languages to be acquired. English only appears as a 
third or even fourth language in these children’s education. For a more detailed description of 
multilingual societies and the acquisition of English as a third language consult Cenoz and Jessner 
(2000).  
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In terms of business and commerce, the internationalization of European 

economies has greatly contributed to the English language use. Several national and 

multinational companies have adopted English as their company language, even if 

they do not possess subsidiaries in English-speaking countries (Melchers and Shaw 

2003). A strategy of this type is normally adopted so a company can position itself as 

a transnational one. During the 1990’s this was a common practice when large firms 

tried to achieve global positions through takeovers and mergers. Alcatel, Aventis and 

Vivendi, for instance, were solid established companies in their countries of origin 

and, nowadays, they are transnational companies which do not want to be 

associated with a particular country. In order to do so, “they accordingly change their 

names and the location of their head offices and declare English to be their official 

language” (Truchot 2002: 14). An example of transposing frontiers and linguistic 

boundaries is also sustained when English is the official language of the European 

Central Bank, located in Frankfurt, and also when banks in Switzerland are using 

English at a senior level17. 

In terms of science and technology, English is well established and 

considered as the language of communication. Scientific research is a domain where 

English is perceived as a sine qua non for accessing information and publishing 

scientific work. The scientific community goes as far as considering themselves as 

part of an international community with a common language, rather than as separate 

national communities. English also tends to be the dominant or even the exclusive 

                                                           
17

 For further information on the role of English in companies see Erling and Walton (2007), 
for an analysis of the dynamic nature of multinational companies in Berlin, and the ways in 
which English is used as the language of change and development among such companies. 
Amongst other conclusions in Erling and Walton (2007), we can deduce that English is an 
important language in all the companies assessed. In each of them, English is no longer 
merely a useful additional skill, but a necessary basic qualification.  
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working language at conferences or in organizations. It is estimated that 99% of 

European organizations listed in the Yearbook and whose names begin with Euro- 

assign English as an official language (Crystal 1997: 88). 

 
� Bureaucratic domains  

The bureaucratic domains identify the use of English in terms of official matters, for 

public administration or written communication among different government 

agencies.  

Non-English speaking countries generally communicate in their own mother 

tongue at a national level; however, within the EU organizations, English is believed 

to be the most widely used language by representatives from different member 

states. With the enlargement of the EU, new languages are also introduced as 

official working languages; nonetheless, only English seems to be shared by the 

great majority of speakers and, consequently, its position is further consolidated.  

For that reason, when communicating nowadays at the EU, French is no 

longer the most spoken language in the corridors or at meetings. Towards the end of 

the twentieth century, English became the essential language of communication in 

terms of European and international bureaucratic and political domains. Truchot 

(2002) notes that the decline of the importance of French to English in this domain is 

due to various factors such as, for example: 

 
(…) the effects of the internationalisation of the economy and of 
globalisation resulting in the use of English in chief fields falling within 
EU competence, the spread of English teaching and the expansion in 
knowledge of the language, the training of new generations of 
diplomats and officials in American and British universities or in 
English-language faculties in Europe and the enlargement of the EU in 
1995 to embrace countries where English is in common use. 

(Truchot 2002:16-17) 
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Although translation and interpretation services are made available at the EU, these 

services are not always offered at meetings18 and English, therefore, assumes the 

function of working language, especially in what concerns informal meetings. As for 

written communication within the EU, primary texts also often circulate in English, at 

least at a first stage, so as not to have to wait for the translations, which may be only 

available at a later date.  

 
� Media domains 

The media is well established and available in all its forms in Europe, be it the news, 

radio, Internet, television broadcasting, film, literature or culture in general. 

One of the means of communication that most reaches the public in general is 

music. The radio, CDs and the Internet have widely contributed to the expansion of 

the music market; hence, songs in English are heard on a daily basis by many 

Europeans. As for programs aired on the radio, these are also designed to attract 

specific target listeners. Those aimed at young audiences usually offer current 

popular music, the majority of which have lyrics in English. Some of the reasons for 

artists to compose and sing in English are that songs not only sound better in 

English, but also because they are interested in international success19.  

Furthermore, the status of English in music is also well illustrated in the 2001 

Eurovision Song Contest. In an event which traditionally brings together European 

                                                           
18 The institutions organize around 4,000 meetings every year, 75% of which do not have 
simultaneous interpretation (Truchot 2002: 17). 
19 European artists or bands who have performed in English are, for instance, The Gift and David 
Fonseca in Portugal, Abba in Sweden and K’s Choice in Belgium. 
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performers from several countries, that year the performance was exclusively in 

English, with the exception of the singer representing France20 (Berns et al. 2007).  

The television and film industries are also other fields where contact with 

English is clearly visible. The global market centered on multimedia is increasingly 

concentrated around the American Hollywood industry.  However, depending on 

which European country referred to, not all have direct contact with English on 

television or in films. In countries where the linguistic market is larger, such as Italy, 

German, France and Spain, television programs and films are dubbed, thus 

impeding viewers from accessing the source language. In the case of countries with 

a smaller market, namely Portugal, The Netherlands and other Scandinavian 

countries, subtitling is an important source of contact for viewers with foreign 

languages.  

Nonetheless, the dominance of the English language on television and in 

cinema tends to increase, as it is verified in several studies (e.g. Berns et al. 2007). 

For instance, according to the European Audiovisual Observatory, in 1996, 70% of 

the film market in Europe was claimed by the United States, and by the year 2000, 

the market share of American films had risen again in fifteen EU member states 

(Berns et al. 2007). In what concerns television, a study conducted in the 

Netherlands reveals that 40 to 60% of the programs on Dutch-speaking channels are 

transmitted in a foreign language, mostly in English. Taking also into account other 

popular English language channels (e.g. MTV and the Discovery Channel) and 

                                                           
20 In comparison with the 2001 performance, the 53rd edition of the 2008 Eurovision Song Contest had 
16 out of its 25 contestants sing in English (64%). France, usually a pertinacious defender of its 
language, was represented by a song in English, despite the dissonances of the French. As for the 
final result, the first place was awarded to a song performed in English, as have the majority of the 
winner songs (“Believe” from Russia). In addition, European contests are also generally hosted in 
English and those countries which are represented by English, usually also assume higher rankings, 
when compared to those using their mother tongue. 
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additional cable channels, Dutch television viewers get on average at least one hour 

of English per day (Berns et al. 2007). 

Similar to the situation with European singers, actors and actresses in Europe 

also dedicate time and effort into learning and improving their English. International 

success and an opportunity in succeed in Hollywood are some of the aims young 

artists thrive for in today’s globalized and competitive market21. 

In what concerns the printing press, as previously mentioned, professional 

and scholarly publications are almost exclusively published in English. The English 

language currently dominates the international fields of science, technology and 

higher education. In an era where rapid communication is valued, English surges as 

a common language shared by scientists, academics and the population in general. 

Yet another type of press available in English is, for example, magazines or 

newspapers from a specific country written in English and targeted at English 

speaking people living there. For example, in Brussels, The Bulletin provides news 

and opinions written in English on political, economic, social and cultural aspects in 

Belgium. The same is the case in France with France Now and in Portugal with The 

Portugal News. A rather similar approach is also observed in the international 

editions of magazines and newspapers (in print or online), such as for example, The 

Guardian, The Times and The Wall Street Journal. By focusing on specific regions 

(e.g. Europe), these newspapers and magazines target a specific type of readership 

and their interests.  

                                                           
21 European actors and actresses who have achieved international success include: Julie Delpy (After 
Sunset - 1995 and Before Sunset - 2004) and Juliette Binoche (Chocolat – 2001) from France, 
Penélope Cruz (Vanilla Sky- 2001) and Javier Bardem (No Country for Old Men- 2007) from Spain, 
Isabella Rossellini (Blue Velvet – 1986) and Monica Bellucci (The Brothers Grimm – 2005) from Italy, 
and Maria de Medeiros (Pulp Fiction - 1994) and Joaquim de Almeida (The Burning Plain – 2008) 
from Portugal. 
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� Advertising domains 

Advertising refers to the use of English in shop signs22, menus, billboards, television 

and other forms of advertisements. Local advertising and commercials tend to exploit 

English, in order to attract potential consumer’s attention and also because of its 

association with globalization. By employing English, advertisements seek to 

transmit a sense of modernity and progress, so as to sell not only a lifestyle, but also 

a set of values and attitudes.  

However, the idea of advertising in a foreign language may be questioned at 

times in terms of its effectiveness. When television commercials or billboards, for 

example, are partially or entirely in English, the idea conveyed is of a growing 

societal bi- or multilingualism. The reality, though, is that some English elements 

remain incomprehensible and inaccessible. Nonetheless, in various situations the 

product may continue to be attractive, because of the prestige and wealth associated 

with it.  

The use of English in advertising is therefore many times associated with a 

younger generation and with an upper social class. An example of a commercial 

aired on Portuguese television and targeted at a younger generation is the M&Ms 

commercial broadcasted during 200823. In this television commercial, two M&Ms are 

gathered around a table with a group of young people playing cards. Throughout the 

                                                           
22 Several studies from numerous countries have focused on English in shop signs. In Dimova (2007), 
for example, the object of study is shop signs and windows in Veles, Macedonia in terms of language 
choice - Macedonian, English, or other languages, such as Albanian, Serbian, Italian, or French. The 
interest in the Macedonian case is due to the complex linguistic situation. Macedonian is the official 
language (and the native language of relatively 66.5% of the population); however, there are also 
other widely used languages within the territory, such as Turkish, Serbian, Romani and Rumanian. 
23 To view the M&Ms commercial visit the following website: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=garJEM3BtHU (consulted 25/10/08). 
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commercial, code-switching24 between Portuguese and English is heard, and 

naturally integrated within the discourse (e.g. “Tira a roupinha, looser” and at the end 

the slogan “For friends and fun”, which is not translated). On the other hand, a more 

sophisticated approach is used when targeting an upper social class. The Nespresso 

coffee commercial with George Clooney is broadcasted entirely in English and with 

small sized subtitles in Portuguese at the bottom of the screen. The same is 

observed when the advertisement appears in printed press. The sleek design and 

single slogan in English (“Nespresso what else”) is targeted at a potential elite 

consumer who already understands it.  

In conclusion, the omnipresence of English in today’s Europe and each 

individual member state does not require much linguistic sensibility. It affects not 

only specialist domains at both a national and international level, but also common 

public domains, especially through the media and youth cultures (e.g. wrestling, hip 

hop and computer games). As Phillipson (2003) concludes, the presence of English 

in continental Europe is such that it is leading to a situation where it will no longer be 

considered a foreign language: 

 
English is becoming progressively less ‘foreign’ in continental Europe, 
in that the language is not only learned for use abroad or literary 
purposes. English has several internal functions in such countries: 

� It is an obligatory or central school subject; 
� Competence in English is a requirement for continuing into 

higher and further education. In the demographically small 
European countries, textbooks in English are widely used in 
higher education in virtually all subjects; 

� Proficiency in English is required for many types of employment; 
� There is considerable exposure to English in the media, pop 

culture, public and private life; 
(Phillipson 2003: 95-96) 

                                                           
24 Code-switching is defined as the juxtaposition within the same speech exchange of passages 
belonging to two different languages. The alternation of both languages can take the form of two 
subsequent sentences or they can combine to form one message (Gumperz 1982). 
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This change regarding the English language and its functions will be reflected in the 

reconfiguration of the presence and role of all languages within the European 

environment. Nonetheless, the notions of native language, second language and 

foreign language will continue to persist, each within a specific context.  

 

2.4. ELF: A reconfiguration of the expanding circle in Europe 

Despite language diversity in Europe, the ‘old continent’ has previously had other 

languages assuming leading roles, such as the case with Latin and French, both 

which achieved high levels of importance and dissemination. During the Middle 

Ages, Latin was the language of education and of the transmission of culture in 

Western countries; however, by the seventeenth century, French began to replace 

Latin and became the language of access to new scientific thought along with 

philosophical and political ideas. Considered as the international language of 

diplomacy up until the beginning of the twentieth century, the importance of French 

decreased as the role of English steadily rose, due to the rapid process of 

globalization during the second half of the century. This tendency has increasingly 

intensified especially amongst and within European countries, as well as within the 

EU institutions. Such propensity is based on the need for a default language of 

communication as the EU continues to expand, and the language most commonly 

shared amongst EU member states is English.   

Focusing briefly on the complex situation of the EU, the original working 

language within its institutions was French. It is not surprising when considering that 

Brussels, Luxembourg and Strasbourg all lie in French-speaking countries. When the 

United Kingdom and Ireland joined the community at a later date, English was also 
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added as the other working language. Despite the several enlargements the EU has 

faced in the past years, it was with the integration of Nordic and Eastern countries, 

that the role of English significantly increased. This growth results from the fact that 

the former countries already possessed a reasonable proficiency of the English 

language before entering the EU and the latter, previously under the Soviet 

influence, also gave significant importance to English. The pressure asserted on the 

importance of knowing English is for many considered as a pre-requisite for entering 

the Union in order to circulate and communicate. An example of such notion is the 

position held by Cyprus before becoming a member. The Cypriots recognized that, if 

they wanted to be a part of the Union, they had to improve their knowledge of 

English (Fenyö 2003: 58). 

After analyzing the presence and the domains of use conferred to the English 

language in general, it is clear that the categorizations put forth in Kachru (1985) are 

effective in the understanding of the historical spread of English; however, these 

categorizations are no longer sufficient to describe global uses of English. Kachru’s 

model focuses on the various roles of English in different countries and in several 

sociolinguistic situations, where each circle represents types of spread, patterns of 

acquisition and functional domains. Nonetheless, when examining the complex 

linguistic situation of EU countries, researchers (e.g. Berns 1995, Jenkins et al. 2001 

and Mollin 2006) suggest a reformulation of the model where it is divided according 

to regional groupings instead of individual countries. The reason for such a proposal 

is based on the grounds that the EU establishes a unit similar to the multicultural and 

multilingual situation in India, for example. As in India, there are many languages 

and dialects spoken within a wide range of speech communities belonging to the EU 

and the circumstances are similar, with English as the language of wider 
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communication. The goal of the EU is to develop political and economic integration, 

which will thus lead to the unification in language use and, subsequently, to the 

creation of a unique sociolinguistic situation. The emphasis bestowed on the 

knowledge of English is the result of it being an advantageous asset for citizens to 

move freely across borders to live, work and get an education outside their home 

country.  

By taking into consideration this distinct sociolinguistic situation, to refer to 

English as a foreign language and as a part of the expanding circle is currently 

deemed as inadequate in Europe. The European context is so unique that it can no 

longer be integrated within the three clearly demarcated circles proposed in Kachru 

(1985). According to Berns (1995), three essential features create a unique 

European situation: the multiple roles of English, the nativization or europeanization 

process, and shared patterns of acquisition and use. 

 
� Multiple roles of English  

English plays several roles within a unified Europe – mother tongue, foreign 

language and international language. In Great Britain and Ireland, for instance, it 

mainly functions as a native and second language, and in other countries, such as in 

Portugal and Austria, it is considered as a foreign or international language. In the 

latter countries, knowledge of English is considered as widespread, especially in 

Nordic countries. The Netherlands, for example, have long had a language policy 

where English is a compulsory subject at both primary and secondary school levels. 

As a result, the Dutch are practically bilingual and English almost takes on the role of 

a second language. The reality of Mediterranean countries is a rather different one 

when compared to Nordic countries. In these countries, English was only 
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implemented as a compulsory language at a much later date and English proficiency 

at a national level is still a project in progress.  

 
� Nativization or europeanization process 

English is currently undergoing a nativization, or even europeanization, process 

throughout Europe. While using English to carry out its three functions, Europeans 

instinctively, or even intentionally, adapt and introduce innovations from their mother 

tongues that, in fact, de-Anglicize and de-Americanize English.  

This process of nativization involves a number of linguistic processes. Some 

of the most striking features include lexical borrowings, functional allocation and 

discoursal nativization.  

Lexical borrowings occur when common expressions of other European 

languages make their way into English or when similar words exist in both 

languages, but with different meanings. An example of different meanings often 

occurs with the word actual, which is used to mean “current” (based on the French 

actuel, the German aktuell or the Portuguese actual).  

Functional allocation arises when using English as a medium of instruction in 

higher education levels in several areas, such as science and technology, for 

example. 

Discoursal nativization is visible in written texts where English lexis and 

syntax are simultaneously used with the conventions of the mother tongue and 

culture. Such occurrence is especially noticeable, for instance in argument structure 

and coherence markers. 

Although these features are not exclusive to Europeans, they do, however, 

reflect specific social contexts of use and the recognition of a “European-using 
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speech community” (Berns 1995: 7). A community which includes “those uses of 

English that are not British (and American or Canadian or Australian or any other 

native variety), but are distinctly European and distinguish European English 

speakers from speakers of other varieties” (Berns 1995: 7).  

The concept of a European English or Euro-English, as a developing variety 

in Europe, has been discussed by several scholars. Carstensen (1986) was one of 

the first to suggest a Euro-English variety is taking form. Such progress results from 

the parallel development of English or of an ‘Englishized’ vocabulary in a number of 

continental European languages, and from the increase in the use of English for 

intra-European communication. Building on this notion, at the beginning of the 

twenty-first century several scholars (Cenoz and Jessner 2000; Erling 2004; Fenyö 

2003; Jenkins, Modiano and Seidlhofer 2001; Modiano 2003, 2006; Seidlhofer, 

Breitender and Pitzel 2006) have brought their own views in tying to define this 

concept; however, a consensus has not yet been reached, in what concerns the 

concept of Euro-English and the terms to describe it.  

Presently, Euro-English uses in terms of structure and vocabulary, and the 

fossilization process (when non-standard structures become acceptable forms of 

use) are still judged as “errors” when compared with norm-providing standards. Even 

though a European variety of English has not yet been legitimized, codified and 

standardized in literature and reference books, it does not mean that a standard 

European variety will not rise one day. 

 
� Shared patterns 

The third feature referred to in Berns (1995) is associated with shared patterns of 

acquisition and use, similar opportunities to the exposure of English and interaction 
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with both L1 and non-L1 speakers. As it has already been observed, contact with 

English in continental Europe is not solely restricted to the classroom, but it is also 

present on a daily basis, at work, on the Internet and in the media.  

Preisler (1999) in a study of the Danish population refers to two types of 

English contact by Europeans, in general: English from above and English from 

below. In the first case, language is transmitted from a top-down learning process 

where “the promotion of English [is done] by the hegemonic culture for purposes of 

‘international communication’” (Preisler 1999: 241). The notion of ‘English from 

above’ should, therefore, be seen as a basis for each individual’s usage of the 

language, so as to achieve a minimum proficiency in terms of English skills. In sum, 

according to Preisler (1999) ‘English from above’ should have the following three 

functions: 

 
1. Constituting a formal element of education by way of preparing 

people for the international aspects of their professional lives 

2. Providing a foundation of the individual’s formal acquisition of 
‘English from below’ in any of it particular manifestations, including 
the ability to participate in activities representing subcultural 
interests and self-expression 

3. Ensuring that nobody leaves schools without a minimum of reading 
and listening skills in English and a realisation of the importance of 
maintaining such skills. 

(Preisler 1999: 264) 

 
The first type of English contact mentioned is traditionally associated with a formal 

language learning environment within national borders, which is usually restricted to 

the classroom. Contact with English outside the classroom, in traditional EFL 

environments, is conventionally restricted to contact with native speakers in their 

own countries (e.g. when travelling on holidays to England).    
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‘English from below’ (Preisler 1999), on the other hand, refers to language 

learning by way of a bottom-up process or even individually. This type of process 

usually occurs with popular music or sports, and with other youth subcultures (e.g. 

computers, hip hop and wrestling). In subcultures, as also with the case of science 

and technology, vocabulary denoting these particular practices tend to be in English 

and, from early on, there is a type of ritual in which English and code-switching are a 

part of these underground environments, where youngsters communicate, not only 

with their friends, but also in cyber-space.  

Therefore, contrary to what used to happen not too long ago, when what was 

learned in the classroom was later applied in the outside world; today, outside 

experiences are brought to classroom, and it is from that point teachers and students 

develop their English language skills. 

 

Keeping in mind all the aspects considered in terms of the presence of English in 

Europe, and how it is being adapted and used by its speakers, English as foreign 

language in Europe cannot be considered. English is not only present in daily 

communication (either it be reading, writing, speaking or listening), but it is also the 

possession of its speakers, who transform and adapt the language according to their 

uses. Therefore, we may speak of a unique linguistic situation, where the rise of a 

European variety of English will eventually be a reality in the future. 

 

2.5. From an EFL to an ELF teaching approach 

Due to the increase in the presence of English across European national borders, a 

new approach to English language use and learning is clearly called upon. Teaching 

objectives in Europe should focus on English as a language for supranational 
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communication (Breidbach 2003), with stress on intelligibility and communicative 

competences (Berns 2006 and House 2002), along with the teaching of national and 

regional languages. By doing so, the notion of plurilingualism through English will 

reinforce the idea that national and European identities are not monolithic. 

In a sense, English is basically present at all levels of education with the 

finality of creating proficient English speaking EU citizens, so as to communicate and 

circulate within member states and abroad, and to also take part in international 

communities (e.g. scholars, doctors, scientists, artists, etc.).  

Taking into consideration these points of view, diverse models and strategies 

may be adopted to meet ends with students’ needs. 

Several are the models adopted for English teaching in Europe, depending on 

the situation and the learner’s needs and aims. As Graddol (2006) notes, there are 

diverse methods to learn English and strategies seem to be especially centered 

nowadays on a global reality: 

 
There is an extraordinary diversity in the ways in which English is 
taught and learned around the world, but some clear orthodoxies have 
arisen. ‘English as a Foreign Language’ has been a dominant one in 
the second half of the 20th century, but it seems to be giving way to a 
new orthodoxy, more suited to the realities of global English. 

(Graddol 2006: 82) 

 
Due to this new reality, Graddol (2006) proposes three original models which he 

believes reflect present day aims and the departure from an EFL approach. These 

models include English for Young Learners, Content and Language Integrated 

Learning and English as a Lingua Franca.  

English for Young Learners is targeted at primary level school children who 

begin learning a foreign language at an early age, in most cases choosing English 
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even when it is not a compulsory language, as it is observed the Eurydice (2005) 

data. 

Content and Language Integrated Learning has also emerged as a significant 

curriculum trend in Europe, with the aim of promoting a bilingual education, in which 

both curriculum content and English are taught together. By teaching subjects 

through the medium of English, teachers must convey not only the content of the 

subject and the disciplinary language, but also practical problem-solving techniques, 

negotiations, discussions and classroom management (Graddol 2006: 86). 

English as a Lingua Franca is characterized in Graddol (2006: 87) as 

“probably the most radical and controversial approach to emerge in recent years”, 

being widely debated by scholars in Applied Linguistics. Inevitably, the implications 

of this fairly recent phenomenon and outlook that made English the possession of 

the whole world and the property of all who use it (Widdowson 1994), brought 

changes in cross-cultural English teaching. 

  It is true that, since the beginning, the discussion on the nature of ELF has 

also involved a debate on the teaching standards in the expanding circle. Many 

opinions have supported the argument that, if expanding circle speakers use English 

essentially for lingua franca communication, then English teaching should prepare 

them more for this type of contact, rather than for communication with native 

speakers (the very aim of EFL teaching). Although teachers and developers of 

teaching materials should make English teaching as relevant to students as possible, 

the perspective that ELF is not a stable variety, as most scholars agree, would make 

it an incorrect teaching standard. However, that does not impede the teaching of 

lingua franca communication strategies, so as to effectively accommodate to 

someone whose mother tongue is also not English.  
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According to Gnutzmann (1999) the aims in teaching EFL and ELF vary in 

terms of English language usage and norms. Some of the differences between EFL 

and ELF can be illustrated by the following juxtapositions: 

ELF prepares learners to communicate with non-native speakers of 
English from all over the world. 

EFL prepares learners to communicate with native speakers of 
English in English-speaking countries. 

 
ELF is neutral with regard to the different cultural backgrounds of the 

interlocutors. Depending on how long the communication lasts, 
the interlocutors will ‘negotiate’ and establish some kind of 
common intercultural basis. 

EFL is based on the linguistic and sociocultural norms of native 
speakers of English and their respective cultures. 

ELF communication is not based on any particular national linguistic 
standard of English. Relying on native speaker norms (or near-
native norms) cannot guarantee that the communication will be 
successful. On the contrary, using elaborate linguistic structures 
or vocabulary may even be harmful to the success of the 
communication, if the interlocutor does not share similar 
linguistic repertoire. 

EFL communication is based on Standard English, generally British 
or American English. The better the learners are able to handle 
the grammatical rules and lexis of the standard language, the 
more successful they tend to be in their communication with 
native speakers. 

(Gnutzmann 1999: 162-163) 

 
Nonetheless, this type of training should not be solely restricted to those learning the 

language, but also targeted at native speakers, given that lingua franca 

communicative situations include NNS-NNS, as well as NNS-NS, or even NS-NS25. 

This type of training would therefore include pragmatic strategies and core 

                                                           
25 Native speaker interaction in this sense is focusing on speakers from different inner circle varieties, 
which despite being standardized varieties have some lexical and grammatical differences (e.g. 
differences between Australian and Irish English may be more unfamiliar when compared with British 
and American English).  
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phonology (Jenkins 2000), as well as the avoidance of difficult structures and 

infrequent words (Mollin 2006).  

 These proposals once again emphasize the notion that language teaching is 

in a process of change due to languages being continuously remolded by their users, 

so as to serve their communicative and psychological needs, just as each generation 

reworks its cultural inheritance to meet the needs of communities and individuals 

(Berns et al. 2007: 7). 

Lastly, as for the English teachers specializing in ELF, there is no preference 

between NS and NNS. As Tomlinson argues, what matters are their attitude and 

strategies adapted: 

Ultimately, what matters most will not be whether EIL teachers are 
native or non-native speakers, but whether they: 

� Make effective communication their main objective. 
� Are open minded in their acceptance (and even encouragement) of any 

variety of English which achieves effective communication. 
� Are able to use themselves and teach to others ‘the communicative 

strategies of tolerance of variation and participant cooperation 
(Kirkpatrick 2004). 

(Tomlinson 2006: 141) 
 

These main guidelines for Europe in general may also be applied in more specific 

contexts, such as the case with Portugal. The concern with attitudes towards English 

and the teaching of the language are all factors associated with the presence of the 

language in each country. Let us now briefly consider the particular case of the 

Portuguese society in what concerns its presence and language teaching. 

 

2.6. Focusing on a EU member: the case of Portugal 

In Portugal people do not have to travel abroad to speak, hear, listen or read 

English. English is present in our daily lives and in the various domains referred to in 
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section 2.3. Independently of where it can be found, it has changed the way words 

and texts are looked at and interpreted. 

One of the main areas where English is visibly present is in the several types 

of media, namely on television, at the cinema and on the radio. When observing the 

television programming for the week, on the four main Portuguese channels (two 

public and two private channels), programs broadcasted in English are usually aired 

on weekday nights. On weekends, however, the situation is somewhat different, with 

the afternoon slots usually filled with films and television series in English.  In what 

concerns cable television channels, for example, several are the ones which 

broadcast entirely in English (e.g. AXN and FOX). 

English is also present in public areas in general, such as on outdoor 

advertisements, public transportation26 and tourist points (e.g. museums and cultural 

centers). In addition, important information is also normally conveyed in both 

Portuguese and English (and at times also in French). Lisbon, being a city greatly 

sought after for international congresses and conferences27, brings in many foreign 

travellers every year; therefore, the Portuguese should be prepared to welcome 

visitors with ready information and English proficiency to respond to their needs. 

The educational domains in Portugal are also strongly influenced by English. 

Several international schools offer curricula in English (up to secondary level 

schooling); however, these schools are usually reserved to an elite in the 

metropolitan area of Lisbon. In terms of public schooling, government policies in 

                                                           
26 Examples of English on public transportation include the Carris buses with signs posted in 
Portuguese/English/ French warning people of pickpockets and the Metro stations which also have 
ticket selling points in English and signs warning of pickpocketers. 
27 The internet site http://www.venuesportugal.com/Lisbon.html situates Lisbon and Portugal in the 
international panorama for conference organizing. 
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recent years have also focused on a nationwide program beginning with English 

language learning in primary schools (in effect from the 2008/2009 school year 

English is mandatory from the first grade onwards). Although the results from these 

policies will only be visible in the long run, we may consider that a great percentage 

of the Portuguese in the future will have some level of competence in terms of 

English language skills. 

In conclusion, the presence of English in a wide range of areas, has greatly 

contributed to the many changes in English language usage in the past thirty years, 

both in Europe and in Portugal. English contact is no longer restricted to 

communication with native speakers, but has given way to new multicultural and 

multilingual experiences. As a result, changes in language use are inevitable, as 

speakers of English are moulding and adapting the language according to their 

needs. Research projects focusing on types of language use, therefore, surge as 

being essential to understand what English is, how it is used and by whom it is used 

in today’s globalized society. 
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3. Case study: A sociolinguistic profile of students and 

teachers of English at the FLUL 
 

Situating the discussion in a particular environment in Portugal, the University of 

Lisbon, in this chapter, I try to achieve a sociolinguistic profile of students and 

teachers of English of its Faculty of Letters.  

 It is a case study which owes much to the previous reflections on the effects 

of globalization in Europe and the role of English in several domains, as well as to 

other previous national case studies, and it has been attained by carrying out a 

questionnaire which aims at assessing the uses, attitudes and opinions of this 

specific group in relation to the English language. 

 

3.1. Previous case studies of English in Europe 

The presence of the English language in individual European countries and 

languages has resulted in an upsurge of projects which attempt to understand this 

increase and give an informed assessment on the implications of the widespread 

use of English in Europe. Presently, there are several published studies in Applied 

Linguistics on English in European countries, being the following some of the most 

considered case studies: 

� Preisler (1999) undertakes a government assessment of the role of English in 

Denmark, a study which involves a quantitative analysis of responses to a 

questionnaire given to a random sample of the Danish adult population. The aim of 

Preisler’s questionnaire is to find out about peoples’ use of English and the 

sociolinguistic and socio-psychological factors behind the use of English in Denmark.  
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� Murray (2003) focuses on a different aspect, that of English teachers – both 

native-speakers and non-native speakers – and Euro-English in Switzerland28. 

Concerning the European variety of English, Murray centers her approach on: (1) the 

reception of this variety, (2) teachers’ attitudes towards changes in native-speaker 

prestige and (3) the power that a larger role for Euro-English in ELT might involve. 

For that reason, the aim of the questionnaire put forth by Murray is twofold: the 

position held by teachers’ to the changes Euro-English might conceivably bring to 

ELT, and the acceptability of certain types of Euro-English formulations.  

� Erling (2004) considers the current theories of globalization so as to analyze 

the effects of this phenomenon on the English language – how it is being acquired, 

used and appropriated by its speakers. Given that globalization is assimilated in 

different ways by societies, each individual country should be considered in terms of 

its specific culture, history and politics. For that reason, Erling chooses a specific 

national context where English is used on a regular basis – The Freie Universität 

Berlin. Similar to the previous studies, Erling (2004) also uses questionnaires, as well 

as a discourse analysis of interviews, and a grammatical and stylistic analysis of 

student essays and assignments. The aim of Erling’s study is to observe students’ 

attitudes towards English, their motivations for learning it and to what extent do they 

identify with the language29. A study of this nature contributes to a reappraisal in the 

field of Applied Linguistics, namely, the different type of language learners, the 

                                                           
28 Even though Switzerland is not a Member State of the EU, it is very much a part of the changing 
use of English in Europe. In addition to its four national languages, Switzerland has dozens of 
immigrant languages, making it in some ways a microcosm of Europe.  
29 The notions of English and identity together have strong ties in Germany, especially after World 
War II when the American troops played a fundamental role in the post-war scenario. Their presence 
was so significant that a strong American influence is still observed in the present day German 
society. Germany is therefore quite different from the majority of other European countries, where the 
English language is traditionally associated with the United Kingdom. 
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categorization of English speakers, domains of language use, the role of a lingua 

franca and lastly, the pedagogical implications for ELT as a result of these 

developments.  

� Finally, Berns, De Bot and Hasebrink (2007) examines the presence of 

English in the public domains of the media (Internet, advertising, popular youth 

culture and popular entertainment) by gathering data from younger generations in 

Belgium, France, Germany and the Netherlands. The four main areas of inquiry 

include: the role of the school in learning English, the media and other opportunities 

for contact with English outside an educational environment, learner motivation, and 

competence and attitudes towards English. 

The projects mentioned above are merely a few of those developed 

throughout Europe related with the complexity of the English language. All of them 

seem to conclude that the role of English in Europe is generally not looked upon as 

an aggressor, but as a means of communication and democratization. They also 

further examine the potential benefit ELF offers Europeans in terms of facilitating 

economic development and contributing to the unity of Europe.  

As a result of these projects, contemporary scholars are now able to better 

document how Europeans are appropriating the language and how English is being 

used as an expression of an arising multicultural European and global identity, but 

the range of ELF contexts that has been studied in Europe continues to be relatively 

restricted; however, the number of research projects which investigate English lingua 

franca usage is increasing and there are even other European projects involving a 

more comprehensive work and focusing primarily on language use, rather than on a 

sociolinguistic perspective; these include, for instance: 
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� The Vienna-Oxford International Corpus of English (VOICE), developed by 

Barbara Seidlhofer. In this project, empirical data was collected on how English is 

being used as a European lingua franca, in order to codify ELF into an acceptable 

and valid alternative to native English. To do so, Seidlhofer analyzes recorded 

communicative situations amongst fluent speakers of English, whose primary and 

secondary education, and socialization did not take place in an English speaking 

environment. From the results, she hopes to then extract shared “typical learners” 

errors, which, despite often being the object of correction, are not an obstacle when 

communicating. The proposal is to turn these “errors” into typical features of a 

European use of the English language. 

� The English as a Lingua Franca in Academic settings (ELFA) corpus led by 

Anna Mauranen (ELFA website) is the largest project concerning ELF usage in 

academic contexts. It is very influential, due to the fact that the data it includes is 

authentic (the recordings are from high stake academic events and not ordinary 

events), and also because it deals with ‘academic’ contexts, which is useful for 

understanding how academic discourses function (this at a time when English is 

increasingly becoming the language of instruction in many European countries). 

� The Lingua Franca Core put forth by Jennifer Jenkins is a ground-breaking 

work. Jenkins analyzes the ‘core’ and ‘non-core’ areas of intelligibility in ELF. Her 

work is based on recordings and field observation, and deals with one of the levels of 

language – phonology. 

� The English as a Lingua Franca in the Alpine-Adriatic Region project 

developed by Allan James. This project focuses on creating a corpus of the English 

used in this region, more specifically on the linguistic exchanges between the 
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German, Italian, Slovene and Friulian speakers, who regularly use English as a 

lingua franca in the increase of the verified cross-border contacts. 

� The Pan Swiss English (PSE) study presented by Mercedes Durham (2003). 

This project focuses on the features of ELF use in Switzerland, so as to observe 

whether a distinct endonormative Swiss variety of English is emerging in a 

traditionally multilingual environment. To do so, data from meetings, email 

exchanges and discussions are examined to find out if lexical, morphological and 

syntactic features are applied differently in PSE, when compared with Standard 

English. The results obtained so far have found that there are aspects that differ from 

Standard English in all three language groups (French, German and Italian) and 

may, therefore, be an indication of an L2 English in progress. 

The European panorama and the role that globalization has had in asserting 

the English language not only as the Lingua Franca within Europe, but at an 

international level have so been better defined by all these projects and researches 

done in individual countries. In fact, by tracing individual cases and comparing 

results, general tendencies may perhaps surge along with a unique usage 

characteristic of Europeans. 

 

3.2. Aim of FLUL case study 

Sociolinguistic case studies that examine English use in particular contexts shed 

light on what globalization is and how it affects communities throughout the world. A 

research of this nature analyzes factors that are normally not taken into 

consideration by generalized theories, therefore, making it possible to observe how 

local factors interact with global and European trends.  
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The objective of this case study is to define, with the help of a questionnaire, a 

sociolinguistic profile of students and teachers of English at the FLUL, so as to 

reveal: how, when, where and how often they use English. This type of approach 

greatly contributes to understanding the presence of English not only in the 

Portuguese society in general, but also within the academic community. Both 

students and teachers play a key role in the promotion of English use and English 

learning. Furthermore, besides the observation of language use, this study also 

helps in situating a methodology for English that reflects the needs of the learners in 

a particular context.  

In sum, this sociolinguistic profile will seek to define (1) the uses of English, as 

well as the attitudes towards the language, (2) formal experiences and motivations in 

learning English, (3) the English variety chosen to follow, (4) possible adjustments in 

the education system, and lastly, (5) sensibility towards Euro-English structures. 

 

3.3 Description of the questionnaire 

This case study involves two questionnaires, one targeted at undergraduate students 

of English at the English department of the FLUL (see Appendix A) and the other at 

the teachers of English at the same department (see Appendix B). The 

questionnaires applied were designed to measure the uses of English, considering 

both formal and informal domains, in and outside the academic environment. 

Furthermore, the surveys were written in English and the great majority of the 

respondents also answered in English, even though they were told they could 

answer in Portuguese, if they preferred. 

The student questionnaire contains fifteen questions that are divided into 

three main sections. The first part consists of seven questions based on personal 
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information (e.g. age, sex and education), and personal experiences with English 

and other foreign languages in Portugal and abroad. The second part includes five 

questions where the opinions and uses related with English are explored. The third 

and last section has three questions which consider English varieties, English 

language teaching and European English.  

The teacher questionnaire is similar to the one targeted at students, but with a 

few differences. This survey contains twelve questions and is divided into four parts. 

The first section has four questions and explores the experiences with English in 

Portugal and abroad. The second part includes four questions and focuses on the 

opinions and uses related with the language. The third part is composed of three 

questions and considers English varieties, English language teaching and European 

English. The fourth and final section is especially targeted at teachers of English and 

their opinions on ELT, and the role of native vs. non-native teachers.  

 

3.4. Methodology for the student and teacher profile 

It is well known in Applied Linguistics that greater insight into the position of English, 

or any other language, in a context can be achieved by using an analytical 

framework known as a ‘sociolinguistic profile’. This type of analysis was initially 

delineated by Ferguson in 1966 (1996) and has been adopted in sociolinguistics to 

represent situations throughout the world (e.g. Berns 1990).  

 The aim of a sociolinguistic profile is to observe the uses and users of a 

language, together with the attitudes held towards a language in a particular context. 

It, therefore, provides linguistic information on a community in terms of political, 

geographical and economic factors, in addition to a description of the speech 

community in a social and cultural context. These factors are valuable for making 
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informed decisions in terms of the pedagogical areas of curriculum development, 

setting aims and expectations, as well as in the areas of language planning and 

policy-making. 

Both questionnaires in this case study were anonymously answered at the 

beginning of the second semester (March/April) of the 2007/2008 school year. The 

student questionnaire was distributed by three English teachers in three different 

English level classes – levels A, B and C30 - and in the end, thirty-six responses were 

obtained (six A-level students, twenty-four B-level students and six C-level students). 

The reason for choosing students from all three levels, is due to the fact that the 

analyzed group should include students at different English levels, because only this 

way will the study truly reflect the opinions, attitudes and uses of the student 

population in general. The teacher questionnaire, on the other hand, was answered 

by six English teachers – three native speakers and three non-native speakers, with 

the intention of evaluating the discrepancies that may exist between both groups.  

The questionnaires developed were inspired by previous case studies 

(Preisler 1999, Erling 2004, Murrey 2003, and Berns et al. 2007) and some of the 

questions in the two surveys are similar to those already applied31. 

Most of the questions in the survey are closed-ended questions32 of various 

types: the Likert-type scale, for example, enquires into the opinions about English; 

                                                           
30 English classes at the FLUL English Department are divided according to the Common European 
Framework of Reference for Languages, where A1 and A2 represents the ‘basic user’, B1 and B2 the 
‘independent user’ and C1 and C2 the ‘proficient user’. The ‘independent user’ branch is further 
developed and divided, adding a further layer of delicacy: B1.1, B1.1, B2.1 and B2.2. 
31 The questions in the student survey similar to those in previous questionnaires are: questions 4, 6, 
8, 10 and 12 from Berns et al. (2007); questions 9 and 11 from Erling (2004); and question 15 from 
Murray (2003). In the teacher questionnaire the questions similar to those already applied are: 
questions 3, 6 and 8 from Berns et al. (2007), questions 5 and 7 from Erling (2004); and questions 11 
and 12 from Murray (2003). 
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the respondents could choose from a scale which range, for example, from ‘agree 

completely’ to ‘do not agree at all’; numerical rating scales, where one is the most 

important and three the least important; or multiple choice questions, where 

respondents choose one of the possible answers. 

 Each question is analyzed accordingly, and those that are the same in both 

student and teacher questionnaires are examined in comparison with one another. In 

addition, results obtained from questions that were applied in previous 

questionnaires will also be compared. Furthermore, in the analysis of the student 

questionnaires certain crosstabulations33 were calculated, so as to not only examine 

the answers directly, but also according to age group or English level. 

 The answers gathered were introduced into the SPSS (Statistical Package for 

the Social Sciences) computer program34 and statistical percentages calculated35. 

SPSS is a type of software used for statistical analysis in a number of domains in 

social sciences, namely in the area of descriptive statistics, for this particular case.  

 

3.5 Analysis of questionnaire answers 

All questions in the surveys are analyzed separately according to the questions in 

the students’ surveys and the questions in the teachers’ surveys. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
32 Closed-ended questions are advantageous in the codification and tabulation of the results, besides 
limiting respondents’ answers to the surveys. 

33 Crosstabulations allow us to examine frequencies of observations that belong to specific categories 
on more than one variable. By examining these frequencies, we can identify relations between 
crosstabulated variables. 
34 SPSS is used by commercial, government and academic organizations to solve business and 
research problems. For more information consult the SPSS Internet site: 
http://www.spss.com/statistics/.  
35 When speaking of percentage in this study, it does not refer to the ‘total percentage’, but to the 
‘valid percentage’. In other words, the percentage considered is of those who answered the question, 
therefore, not taking into consideration ‘no answers’.  
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� Student question (SQ)1 and 2 / Teacher question (TQ) 1 and 2: Age and Sex 

The student questionnaire was answered by 36 under-graduate students from 

different English levels (level A, B and C) so as to obtain a global perception 

amongst those with a greater or lesser proficiency of the language. Of all the 

students inquired, the majority is twenty years old. The average age of the group is 

24.31 years old, in which the youngest student is 18 and the oldest 60 years old.  

 

Table 3.1. Ages of inquired students 

7 19,4%

1 2,8%

12 33,3%

4 11,1%

2 5,6%

2 5,6%

1 2,8%

2 5,6%

1 2,8%

1 2,8%

1 2,8%

1 2,8%

1 2,8%

36 100,0%

18

19

20

21

22

23

28

31

33

42

45

46

60

Total

Count %

Age

 

 

To make my assessment clearer and to see if there are differences in the uses and 

opinions of English amongst the generations, I divided the students into four different 

age groups as can be seen in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2. Percentage of students inquired according to age group 
 

Age

77,8%

11,1% 5,6% 5,6%0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

18-25 years 26-35 years 36-45 years More than 45 years

 

As for the teacher questionnaire, it was answered by six English teachers, three 

native and three non-native speakers. The average age of the respondents is 53.17 

years old, in which the youngest professor is 40 years old, and the oldest is 65 years 

old. 

 
Table 3.3. Ages of teachers 

1 16,7%

1 16,7%

1 16,7%

1 16,7%

1 16,7%

1 16,7%

6 100,0%

40

46

55

56

57

65

Total

Count %

Age

 

The difference in ages between the majority of students and teachers is quite large; 

therefore, results obtained will also vary. Contrary to the majority of the students, 

who belong to the 18-25 age group, English teachers are all more than forty years 

old. This discrepancy in age groups, as well as life experience, will be reflected in the 

gathered answers. In addition, of the 36 students who filled out the questionnaire, 
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69.4% are female and 30.6% are male36. As opposing to the English teachers, in 

which 50% are female and 50% male.  

 
� SQ3: Areas of study 

Of the students who responded, the great majority study Culture (31.3%) and 

Linguistics (25,0%), followed by Literature and Translation (Table 3.4). In addition, 

9.4% of the students belong to other courses administered within the Faculty, but 

outside the English department (e.g. History, Portuguese, and European Studies), 

and 6.3% of the students are from other Faculties that belong to the University of 

Lisbon (e.g. Law and Psychology)37. These findings reflect the continuous demand 

for English classes within the several areas of study within the University of Lisbon, 

as English has become a prerequisite not only in the academic field, but also 

professionally. 

 
Table 3.4. Students’ areas of study 

Area of Study

Linguistics
25,0%

Courses from other 
faculties

6,3%
Other faculty 

courses
9,4%

Literature
15,6%

Culture
31,3%

Translation
12,5%

 

                                                           
36 These percentages are in accordance with the student body of the Faculty. The majority of the 
student population at the faculty obtaining a degree in Languages or Literatures is generally female; 
perhaps a reflection of the traditional perception that a degree at the FLUL is generally associated 
with women pursuing a career in teaching. 
37 With the implementation of the Bologna Process, the circulation of students amongst departments 
within the Faculty and amongst Faculties belonging to the University of Lisbon is becoming a more 
common reality which was up until recently did not happen. 
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� SQ4 / TQ3: English to communicate in Portugal 

Both students and teachers have widely used English to communicate in Portugal 

(75% of students and 100% of teachers – Table 3.5), however, when the type of 

contact is concerned, there is a discrepancy between both groups.  

 
Table 3.5. English to communicate in Portugal 

  Students       Teachers 

 
 

 

 

 
The first group usually speaks English at the Faculty, but also on the streets or at 

work to communicate with foreigners (usually tourists).  The latter, in addition to 

communicating in English at work (which was not even an option in the survey, 

considering that all are English teachers, and therefore, it is the language with which 

they work), they also use it mainly in social situations (e.g. gatherings for work or 

with friends, with people who want to practice their English) and with friends/family 

(see Table 3.6). 

Table 3.6. Type of English contact in Portugal 

                                          Students               Teachers 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Contact with ‘friends/family’ in English is much more salient in the teacher group 

(66.7%) when compared with students. This percentage reflects the fact that 

13 48,1%

5 18,5%

4 14,8%

4 14,8%

1 3,7%

27 100,0%

Foreigners

Work

School

Friends/Family

Other

Total

Count %

English to communicate
while in Portugal_situations

2 33,3%

4 66,7%

6 100,0%

Social situations

Friends/Family

Total

Count %

English to communicate
while in Portugal_situations

27 75,0%

9 25,0%

36 100,0%

yes

no

Total

Count %

English to communicate
while in Portugal

6 100,0%

6 100,0%

yes

Total

Count %

English to communicate
while in Portugal
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teachers frequently communicate with English-speaking friends/family members and 

are also a part of an academic circle where English is the language of academia 

(e.g. at meetings, conferences and social situations). 

 

� SQ5 / TQ4: English to communicate abroad 

This question is divided in two parts: 1) if students have ever used English to 

communicate abroad – yes/no; 2) and if yes, where did they travel to, for how long 

and the purpose of their trip. When asked if respondents have ever spoke English 

when traveling abroad, the percentage of students is relatively low38 (44.1%) when 

compared with those of teachers (100%). The results from the former group may be 

analyzed in light of two possibilities: students either use other languages when 

traveling abroad, which is unlikely when comparing their knowledge in other 

languages, (answers to knowledge in other foreign languages are observed in the 

following section) or that they have never traveled abroad.  

 
Table 3.7. English to communicate abroad 

   Students       Teachers 
 

  

 

 

In the second part, respondents were asked where they went, and the duration and 

purpose of their trip. Of those students who answered the question referring to the 

destination of their trips, the great majority travelled within non-English speaking 

European countries (66.7% - Table 3.8) – the most visited countries being Germany, 

                                                           
38 Two students did not answer the question concerning the use of English when traveling abroad. 

15 44,1%

19 55,9%

34 100,0%

yes

no

Total

Count %

English to communicate
while abroad

6 100,0%

6 100,0%

yes

Total

Count %

English to communicate
while abroad
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Spain, France and Italy.  Of those who visited an English speaking country in 

Europe39 (53.3%), England was the most visited country.   

 
Table 3.8. Countries visited where students used English for communication 

8 53,3% 10 66,7% 1 6,7% 1 6,7%

7 46,7% 5 33,3% 14 93,3% 14 93,3%

15 100,0% 15 100,0% 15 100,0% 15 100,0%

yes

no

Total

Count %

English speaking countries -
European

Count %

Non English speaking
countries - European

Count %

Non English speaking
countries - non European

Count %

English speaking countries -
non European

 
 

In contrast, responses collected from teachers40 reflect that all have traveled to 

English speaking and non-English speaking countries in Europe and elsewhere 

(Table 3.9) – including countries in Africa, Asia and North America.  

 
Table 3.9. Countries visited where teachers used English for communication 

5 100,0% 4 80,0% 4 80,0% 2 40,0%

  1 20,0% 1 20,0% 3 60,0%

5 100,0% 5 100,0% 5 100,0% 5 100,0%

yes

no

Total

Count %

English speaking countries -
European

Count %

English speaking countries -
non European

Count %

Non-English speaking
countries - European

Count %

Non-English speaking
countries - non European

 
 
 
When asked about the duration of their trip (Table 3.10), 60% of the students who 

answered responded ‘15 days or less’. English teachers, on the other hand, replied 

40% to both ‘16 days – 30 days’ and ‘more than 366 days’. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
39 English speaking European countries refers to England, Scotland, Whales, Northern Ireland and 
the Republic of Ireland. 
40 One of the answers could not be taken into account, due to the fact that it did not abide by the 
instructions given. Therefore, an answer such as ‘several European countries’ could not be taken into 
consideration in the statistical analysis. 
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Table 3.10. Average length of stay abroad 

 Students           Teachers 

 

 

 

 
 
 

The purpose of the trip (Table 3.11), in the case of the students who answered, is 

mainly associated with vacation (73.3%). Teachers also travel abroad for vacation 

(50%), but they have also lived abroad some time (33.3%) – either brought up, 

studied or worked in an English-speaking country. 

 
Table 3.11. Purpose of trip 

                    Students     Teachers 

 

 

 

 

Upon observing the previous answers, there are significant differences in the results 

from the FLUL, when compared with those obtained in Erling (2004: 110), 

concerning students at the Freie Universität Berlin (FU). While less than half of the 

students at the FLUL answered they have used English abroad, many students in 

Germany travel outside the country at least once a year (92%), 97% of them having 

travelled to an English speaking country. Furthermore, 77% of the FU students 

claimed to have been abroad for more than one month, while the students at the 

FLUL usually stay for inferior periods of time (up to two weeks). During those stays 

abroad, 45% of FU students claimed to have used English as the language of 

communication, while only 28% claimed to have spoken French and 10% German. 

11 73,3%

2 13,3%

2 13,3%

15 100,0%

Vacation

Work

Live

Total

Count %

Purpose

2 33,3%

1 16,7%

3 50,0%

6 100,0%

Live

Work

Vacation

Total

Count %

Purpose

9 60,0%

3 20,0%

1 6,7%

2 13,3%

15 100,0%

15 days or less

16 days to 30 days

91 days to 180 days

More than 366 days

Total

Count %

How long there for

1 20,0%

2 40,0%

2 40,0%

5 100,0%

15 days or less

16 days to 30 days

More than 366 days

Total

Count %

How long there for
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Despite Germany and Portugal having different opportunities, many students 

in both environments use English as a communication language, when visiting non-

English speaking countries abroad. Therefore, English functions as a lingua franca, a 

default language travelers resort to, when a language barrier in communication 

arises. The fact that our respondents, as well as many Europeans, normally travel 

within European countries, reveals that communication in English no longer 

essentially occurs amongst native English speakers or in a native English speaking 

environment.   

 
� SQ6/7: English and foreign language skills 

Question 6 is targeted only at students, so as to observe their self assessment in 

reference to their writing, reading, speaking and listening English skills41. The greater 

part of the students ranks their English as B-level in all four skills (writing: 55.6%, 

reading: 47.2%, speaking: 47.2% and listening: 50% - Table 3.12).  

 
Table 3.12. English skills 

Levels = number of students enrolled A = 6 B = 24 C = 6 Total 

Count 13 20 3 36 
English writing skills 

% 36,1% 55,6% 8,3% 100,0% 

Count 9 17 10 36 
English reading skills 

% 25,0% 47,2% 27,8% 100,0% 

Count 15 17 14 36 
English speaking skills 

% 41,7% 47,2% 11,1% 100,0% 

Count 9 18 9 36 
English listening skills 

% 25,0% 50,0% 25,0% 100,0% 

 

Even though students take placement tests at the beginning of the school year, 

some do not classify their skills at the level they are placed in. In terms of writing 

                                                           
41 Language levels are divided into A (basic user), B (independent user) and C (proficient user), and 
not into their sub-categories, as three levels facilitate the visualization of this analysis as a whole. 
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skills, students tend to assess themselves at a lower level. However, concerning 

their reading and speaking skills, there is an equal tendency for students to either 

consider themselves at a lower or upper level. Lastly, it seems like the great majority 

of students agree with their placement level in terms of listening skills. 

Nevertheless, when comparing the general students’ self assessment in 

English with their knowledge in other foreign languages, English is the language with 

the most students at a B and C-level proficiency in terms of all skills (Table 3.13).  

When enquired in SQ7 on students’ knowledge of other foreign languages 

besides English, only 64% of the total respondents gave a positive answer to one or 

more languages42. Of those who answered, French is the second most known 

language, followed by Spanish, German and Italian43, respectively (in addition, two 

respondents also included Greek and Russian). Contrary to what was verified with 

English, students who know another foreign language tend assess themselves at a 

basic user level (table 3.13). The only exception was with Italian, in which the 

majority ranked their skills as B-level. This result may be related with the fact that 

these respondents belong to the translation course and, therefore, Italian is one of 

their working languages.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
42  For a detailed numerical observation of the data collected on foreign language skills see Table 1 in 
Appendix C. 
43 In Portugal, the other foreign languages, with the exception of Italian, are also taught in compulsory 
and secondary education, and not only at a university level. The number of students knowing French, 
Spanish and German at the Faculty, therefore, coincides with the number of students learning these 
languages in general secondary education (54.4%, 1.6% and 0.5%, respectively - Eurydice 2005).   
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Table 3.13. Foreign language skills compared with English skills 

(writing, reading, speaking and listening skills) 

 

Writing Skills

0,0

10,0

20,0

30,0

40,0
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80,0

90,0

100,0
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t A

B

C

A 36,1 52,4 52,6 84,6 50,0

B 55,6 38,1 36,8 15,4 50,0

C 8,3 9,5 10,5 0,0 0,0

English French Spanish German Italian

 

 

 

Reading Skills

0,0

10,0

20,0

30,0

40,0

50,0

60,0

70,0

80,0

90,0

100,0
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t A

B

C

A 25,0 38,1 47,6 76,9 25,0

B 47,2 33,3 33,3 23,1 50,0

C 27,8 28,6 19,0 0,0 25,0

English French Spanish German Italian
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Speaking Skills

0,0

10,0

20,0

30,0

40,0

50,0
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90,0
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B

C

A 41,7 57,1 50,0 91,7 50,0

B 47,2 28,6 44,4 8,3 25,0

C 11,1 14,3 5,6 0,0 25,0

English French Spanish German Italian 

 

 

Listening Skills

0,0

10,0

20,0

30,0

40,0

50,0

60,0

70,0

80,0

90,0

100,0

P
e
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t A

B

C

A 25,0 47,6 56,5 91,7 20,0

B 50,0 23,8 30,4 8,3 60,0

C 25,0 28,6 13,0 0,0 20,0

English French Spanish German Italian 

 

In conclusion, besides being the common language amongst all respondents, 

English is also the language with the best proficiency level when compared to other 

languages. These results reflect the tendency there is in dedicating more years to 

English language learning (many students having started in the 5th grade) and the 
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fact that there is much more contact with the English language regularly in the media 

and in daily encounters. The same does not occur on such a daily basis with other 

languages. 

 
� SQ8: Importance of knowing English 

When asked about the importance of English when compared with other languages, 

students could choose from four possibilities: 1) very important 2) rather important 3) 

less important to some other languages and 4) not important at all. The answers 

gathered are unanimous, 97.2% of the students consider English as ‘very important’ 

(Table 3.14). Only one student responded it is ‘less important to some other 

languages’ and no one answered that it is ‘not important at all’.  

 
Table 3.14. Importance of English 

35 97,2%

1 2,8%

36 100,0%

Very important

Less important to
some other languages

Total

Count %

English importance

 

 
Despite the general level of English proficiency amongst students being B-level and 

that more than half of them do not use English when travelling abroad, they are 

aware of the significant role English plays in our society. Moreover, this confirms the 

general awareness of the importance of English that is also felt by fellow Europeans. 

In Berns et al. (2007) the same question is applied in a study for Belgian, Dutch, 

French and German youth, and the responses reflect a less enthusiastic group in 

general. Contrary to the Portuguese, who consider English as ‘very important’, the 

group in Berns et al. consider English as ‘rather important’. 
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� SQ9 / TQ5: Frequency of contact with English (1) 

This question was designed to find out how much respondents use English in their 

private lives. I suspected that they use English regularly and the following results 

show how often and in what contexts they use English. 

 
Table 3.15. The frequency of students’ contact with English 

How often do you… 

 
 
The majority of the students use English on a ‘weekly’ basis for academic purposes 

(e.g. classes, academic writing, speaking and reading for study purposes), and on a 

‘daily’ basis for Internet research and computer programs (Table 3.15). However, 

when inquired on reading for pleasure and writing e-mails/informal texts, the 

percentage of those who come into contact with English drastically decreases 

(33.3% and 41.7%, respectively responded ‘rarely’). When the use of English is 

compulsory for educational purposes, the percentages of regular contact are rather 

high. Computer software, recent publications and scientific work are normally first 

published in English, and only then translated afterwards into other languages.  

9 26 1  36

25,0% 72,2% 2,8%  100,0%

6 25 1 4 36

16,7% 69,4% 2,8% 11,1% 100,0%

4 15 10 6 35

11,4% 42,9% 28,6% 17,1% 100,0%

14 15 5 2 36

38,9% 41,7% 13,9% 5,6% 100,0%

16 12 5 3 36

44,4% 33,3% 13,9% 8,3% 100,0%

13 10 4 9 36

36,1% 27,8% 11,1% 25,0% 100,0%

8 4 12 12 36

22,2% 11,1% 33,3% 33,3% 100,0%

7 4 10 15 36

19,4% 11,1% 27,8% 41,7% 100,0%

Count

%

University class in English

Count

%

Speak English at university

Count

%

Write academically or professionally in
English

Count

%

Read English for study purposes

Count

%

Use the internet for research in English

Count

%

Work in English in computer programs
or other technical situations

Count

%

Read in English for pleasure

Count

%

Write letters, e-mails, or other informal
texts in English

daily weekly monthly rarely Total
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When asked the same question to English teachers, the majority answered 

that their contact with English, in the circumstances mentioned, is on a daily basis 

(Table 3.1644). All agreed on the use of English on a daily basis at the University, 

reading for academic purposes, Internet research and working with computer 

programs. 

 
Table 3.16. The frequency of teachers’ contact with English 

How often do you… 

6  6

100,0%  100,0%

4 2 6

66,7% 33,3% 100,0%

6  6

100,0%  100,0%

6  6

100,0%  100,0%

6  6

100,0%  100,0%

4 2 6

66,7% 33,3% 100,0%

5 1 6

83,3% 16,7% 100,0%

Count

%

Speak English at university

Count

%

Write academically or professionally in
English

Count

%

Read English for academic purposes

Count

%

Use the internet for research in English

Count

%

Work with English in computer programs
or other technical situations

Count

%

Read in English for pleasure

Count

%

Write letters, e-mails, or other informal
texts in English

daily weekly Total

 

When taking into consideration the results gathered from students at the FLUL and 

comparing them with the findings in Erling (2004), at the FU, a greater percentage of 

German students use English once a week for academic purposes and the 

proportion is equally greater in terms of reading for pleasure and writing e-

mails/informal texts, as can be exemplified in Table 3.17. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
44 Since there are no answers for ‘monthly’ or ‘rarely’ these do not appear demonstrated in the table. 
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Table 3.17. Comparison between FLUL and FU results 

How often do you… 

 

 
� SQ10 / TQ6: Frequency of contact with English (2) 

This next question considers respondents contact with English in terms of human 

relations and the media.  

 
Table 3.18. The frequency of students’ contact with English (2) 

1 1 8 25 35

2,9% 2,9% 22,9% 71,4% 100,0%

3 5 11 16 35

8,6% 14,3% 31,4% 45,7% 100,0%

2 12 14 7 35

5,7% 34,3% 40,0% 20,0% 100,0%

29 7   36

80,6% 19,4%   100,0%

24 10 2  36

66,7% 27,8% 5,6%  100,0%

25 6 4  35

71,4% 17,1% 11,4%  100,0%

22 7 7  36

61,1% 19,4% 19,4%  100,0%

11 7 10 6 34

32,4% 20,6% 29,4% 17,6% 100,0%

3 16 9 5 33

9,1% 48,5% 27,3% 15,2% 100,0%

Count

%

Parents

Count

%

Brothers / Sisters

Count

%

Friends

Count

%

Music on the radio

Count

%

On television (with or
without subtitles)

Count

%

Cassettes / CDs

Count

%

At the cinema

Count

%

Internet chats / social
networks

Count

%

At work

very often often sometimes never Total

 

 
 

Students classify their contact with English as ‘very often’ when referring to the 

several types of media, namely the radio (80.6%), cassettes/CDs (71.4%), television 

(66.7%) and cinema (61.1%). Nontheless, when considering work circumstances 

 FLUL FU 

 Daily Weekly Once a day Once a week 

Speak English at university? 16.7% 69.4% 12% 91% 

Write academically or professionally 
in English? 

11.4% 42.9% 26% 70% 

Read in English for pleasure? 22.2% 11.1% 18% 70% 

Write letters, e-mails or other 
informal tests in English? 

19.4% 11.1% 12% 51% 
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and contact with friends in English, the number lowers (48.5% ‘often’ use English at 

work and 40% ‘sometimes’ use English with friends). In general, students ‘never 

speak’ English with their parents (71.4%) or siblings (45.7%).  

However, when observing this type of contact within the several age groups, it 

is the ‘18-25 age group’ which has the highest percentage of contact in English with 

their parents (25.9% ‘sometimes’ speak with their parents in English) and siblings 

(29.6% also ‘sometimes’ speak with their brother/sisters in English) (Tables 3.19 and 

3.20). Moreover, it is the ‘18-25 age group’ which has the most contact with English 

at all levels in terms of media and human relations. 

 

Table 3.19. Crosstabulation of student contact with parents by age group 

Age * Parents Crosstabulation

1 1 7 18 27

3,7% 3,7% 25,9% 66,7% 100,0%

2,9% 2,9% 20,0% 51,4% 77,1%

0 0 1 3 4

,0% ,0% 25,0% 75,0% 100,0%

,0% ,0% 2,9% 8,6% 11,4%

0 0 0 2 2

,0% ,0% ,0% 100,0% 100,0%

,0% ,0% ,0% 5,7% 5,7%

0 0 0 2 2

,0% ,0% ,0% 100,0% 100,0%

,0% ,0% ,0% 5,7% 5,7%

1 1 8 25 35

2,9% 2,9% 22,9% 71,4% 100,0%

2,9% 2,9% 22,9% 71,4% 100,0%

Count

% within Age

% of Total

Count

% within Age

% of Total

Count

% within Age

% of Total

Count

% within Age

% of Total

Count

% within Age

% of Total

18-25 years

26-35 years

36-45 years

more than 45 years

Age

Total

very often often sometimes never

Parents

Total
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Table 3.20. Crosstabulation of student contact with siblings by age group 

Age * Brothers / Sisters Crosstabulation

3 5 8 11 27

11,1% 18,5% 29,6% 40,7% 100,0%

8,6% 14,3% 22,9% 31,4% 77,1%

0 0 2 2 4

,0% ,0% 50,0% 50,0% 100,0%

,0% ,0% 5,7% 5,7% 11,4%

0 0 0 2 2

,0% ,0% ,0% 100,0% 100,0%

,0% ,0% ,0% 5,7% 5,7%

0 0 1 1 2

,0% ,0% 50,0% 50,0% 100,0%

,0% ,0% 2,9% 2,9% 5,7%

3 5 11 16 35

8,6% 14,3% 31,4% 45,7% 100,0%

8,6% 14,3% 31,4% 45,7% 100,0%

Count

% within Age

% of Total

Count

% within Age

% of Total

Count

% within Age

% of Total

Count

% within Age

% of Total

Count

% within Age

% of Total

18-25 years

26-35 years

36-45 years

more than 45 years

Age

Total

very often often sometimes never

Brothers / Sisters

Total

 

English teachers are also questioned on similar notions of English contact. However, 

while the radio was the most popular type of media amongst students, in this case, it 

was the least popular (66.7% claimed to ‘sometimes’ listen to the radio) amongst 

teachers. On the other hand, as it is verified in the table below, the rest of the 

variables are noted as ‘very often’ type of contact, with the exception of ‘family’ which 

is considered as an ‘often’ type of contact by the majority (50%). 

 
Table 3.21. The frequency of teachers’ contact with English (2) 

2 3  1 6

33,3% 50,0%  16,7% 100,0%

3 1 2  6

50,0% 16,7% 33,3%  100,0%

6    6

100,0%    100,0%

1 1 4  6

16,7% 16,7% 66,7%  100,0%

5 1   6

83,3% 16,7%   100,0%

6    6

100,0%    100,0%

4 2   6

66,7% 33,3%   100,0%

Count

%

Family

Count

%

Acquaintances

Count

%

Work

Count

%

Radio

Count

%

On television (with or
without subtitles)

Count

%

Internet

Count

%

At the cinema

very often often sometimes never Total
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Considering the results gathered from both students and teachers, students’ contact 

with English centers itself mainly on a ‘passive’ experience (Preisler 1999)45, where 

they hear and read English in the media. Teachers, on the other hand, besides 

having a ‘passive’ contact with English, they also have an extensive ‘active’ type of 

contact, in which they frequently speak and write in English.  

 
� SQ11 / TQ7: Opinions on the presence of English in daily life 

Regarding students’ opinions on the presence of English in daily life, the majority 

hold a positive attitude towards English. Over 90% of students feel the presence of 

English is useful, because it improves their English and, 75% further believe it 

broadens their cultural horizons.  

 
Table 3.22. Student opinions on the role of English 

1 35 36

2,8% 97,2% 100,0%

3 33 36

8,3% 91,7% 100,0%

 36 36

 100,0% 100,0%

33 3 36

91,7% 8,3% 100,0%

27 9 36

75,0% 25,0% 100,0%

5 31 36

13,9% 86,1% 100,0%

3 33 36

8,3% 91,7% 100,0%

 36 36

 100,0% 100,0%

Count

%

Excessive and unnecessary

Count

%

A threat to my culture

Count

%

A trend not to be taken seriously

Count

%

Useful because it improves
one's English

Count

%

Useful because it broadens
ones's cultural horizons

Count

%

Worried about the effects of
English on my native language

Count

%

I don't really like the English
language...

Count

%

Other

yes no Total

 

However, there are also contradictory opinions. Of the answers received, 13.9% are 

worried about the effects English may have on their native language and 8.3% admit 

                                                           
45 According to Preisler (1999: 244) an ‘active’ experience with English includes speaking and writing 
in English, while a ‘passive’ experience with English includes hearing/listening and seeing/reading in 
English. 
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they do not really like the English language. The same number of students, goes 

even further, and considers it a threat to their culture.  

The answers collected from teachers also follow the general tendency of 

students. Of the answers obtained, 83.3% claim English to broaden one’s cultural 

horizons and 66.7% believe it improves one’s English. Only two teachers considered 

English as a trend not to be taken seriously and are worried about the effects it may 

have on their native language. 

 
Table 3.23. Teachers’ opinions on the role of English 

 6 6

 100,0% 100,0%

 6 6

 100,0% 100,0%

1 5 6

16,7% 83,3% 100,0%

4 2 6

66,7% 33,3% 100,0%

5 1 6

83,3% 16,7% 100,0%

1 5 6

16,7% 83,3% 100,0%

 6 6

 100,0% 100,0%

1 5 6

16,7% 83,3% 100,0%

Count

%

Excessive and unnecessary

Count

%

A threat to my culture

Count

%

A trend not to be taken seriously

Count

%

Useful because it improves
one's English

Count

%

Useful because it broadens
ones's cultural horizons

Count

%

Worried about the effects of
English on my native language

Count

%

I don't really like the English
language...

Count

%

Other

yes no Total

 

 
In conclusion and in accordance with the findings already collected in previous 

studies organized in other European countries, English is seen more as a source of 

cultural enrichment rather than a threat. 

The following table displays FLUL students’ opinions on the role of English in 

daily life and compares them to the results in Erling’s and Preisler’s research. Erling 

(2004: 156) and Preisler (1999:247) reveal that at the FU in Berlin and in Denmark, 

as is with the case at the FLUL, many students consider English to be useful, 

because not only does it improve one’s English, but also broadens horizons. 
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Contrary to FU students and the Danish, none of the FLUL students considered 

English as a trend not to be taken seriously (only one respondent answered 

positively in the teacher questionnaire). 

Table 3.24. Opinions on the role of English – FLUL vs. FU and Denmark 
 

 
FLUL 

students 
FU 

students 
Danes 

The presence of English in daily life is… (n =36) (n=101)  
excessive and unnecessary. 2.8% NA NA 

a threat to my culture. 8.3% 13% 19% 

a trend not to be taken seriously. 0% 32% 16% 

useful because it improves one’s English. 91.7% 75% 89% 

useful because it broadens one’s cultural horizons. 75% 77% 69% 
worried about the effects of English on my native 
language. 13.9% 25% NA 

I really don’t like the English language and sometimes I 
resent the fact that I am forced to use it. 8.3% 5% NA 

 

 
� SQ12 / TQ8: Opinions on the advantages of knowing English 

When asked what makes students learn and work on their English, the overall 

majority ‘agreed completely’ with the variables proposed (Table 3.2546).  

 
Table 3.25. Student opinions on the advantages of knowing English 

31 2  2 35

88,6% 5,7%  5,7% 100,0%

28 5 2 1 36

77,8% 13,9% 5,6% 2,8% 100,0%

21 14  1 36

58,3% 38,9%  2,8% 100,0%

29 5 1 1 36

80,6% 13,9% 2,8% 2,8% 100,0%

2 16 12 6 36

5,6% 44,4% 33,3% 16,7% 100,0%

7 15 11 3 36

19,4% 41,7% 30,6% 8,3% 100,0%

24 8 3 1 36

66,7% 22,2% 8,3% 2,8% 100,0%

27 8 1  36

75,0% 22,2% 2,8%  100,0%

Count

%

...make myself better understood abroad

Count

%

...understand music lyrics better

Count

%

...manage more easily with the computer
and other technical equipment

Count

%

...carry on a conversation with foreigners
more comfortably

Count

%

Many things sound better in English

Count

%

In many cases there is no equivalent
expression in other languages

Count

%

I need English to succeed in further
education

Count

%

With English I have a better chance of
getting a good job

Agree
completely Rather agree

Rather
disagree

Do not agree
at all Total

 
                                                           
46 In the first subparagraph of the question (“… make myself understood abroad.”) one of the 
respondents did not answer this question. 
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The subparagraphs with the most general consensus are related with making 

oneself better understood abroad (88.6%) and carrying on conversations with 

foreigners more comfortably. The subparagraphs concerning English to succeed in 

further education and for finding a good job (66.7% and 75%) are also considered as 

an extremely important reason for working on their English. Respondents, however, 

did not tend to agree completely when asked to comment on the following 

statements: “Many things sound better in English” and “In many cases there is no 

equivalent expression in other languages”. In general, students responded as ‘rather 

agreeing’ (44.4% and 41.7%, respectively) or as ‘rather disagreeing’ (33.3% and 

30.6%, respectively) with these statements.  

 
Table 3.26. Teachers’ opinions on the advantages of knowing English 

5 1   6

83,3% 16,7%   100,0%

6    6

100,0%    100,0%

6    6

100,0%    100,0%

5 1   6

83,3% 16,7%   100,0%

1 2 1 2 6

16,7% 33,3% 16,7% 33,3% 100,0%

3 2  1 6

50,0% 33,3%  16,7% 100,0%

4 1 1  6

66,7% 16,7% 16,7%  100,0%

5 1   6

83,3% 16,7%   100,0%

Count

%

...make oneself better understood
abroad

Count

%

...understand music lyrics better

Count

%

...work more easily with the computer
and other technical equipment

Count

%

...carry on a conversation with
foreigners more comfortably

Count

%

Many things sound better in English

Count

%

In many cases there is no equivalent
expression in other languages

Count

%

One needs English to succeed in
further education

Count

%

With English one has a better chance
of getting a good job

Agree
completely

Rather
agree

Rather
disagree

Do not agree at
all Total

 

 
When English teachers were asked to comment, the tendency was to also ‘agree 

completely’ with the statements, even when concerning the statement “There is no 

equivalent expression in other languages”. The only sentence teachers are truly 

divided with is “Many things sound better in English”, having 33.3% answered as 

‘rather agreeing’ and another 33.3% as ‘not agreeing at all’ (Table 3.26). 
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Upon comparing these results with those obtained by Berns et al. (2007) there 

is great similarity in opinions. Communication abroad, understanding music lyrics, 

better chance at getting a good job and succeeding in further education appear to be 

advantages both studies have in common.  

 
� SQ13 /TQ9: English varieties 

This question is divided into two parts, in which the first part asks respondents to 

classify the variety of English they speak and the second part, the variety/ies they 

consider should be taught in the classroom.  

 Of the responses received from the students who answered47, there is a clear 

divide in terms of classifying the variety of English they speak. Half of the 

respondents consider their English to be of American influence and the other half 

consider their English to be of British influence (no answers were given in the option 

of ‘other’ varieties). Concerning the varieties of English that should be taught in the 

classroom, the balance shifts and 71% consider British English (BrE) as the norm to 

be taught in class, contrasting with only 29%, who consider American English (AmE) 

is the variety that should be taught in school. 

 
Table 3.27. Student varieties 

Classify the variety of 
English you speak 

Standard variety/ies of English 
that should be taught in the 

classroom 

 

Count % Count % 

American 
English 17 50,0% 9 29,0% 

British 
English 17 50,0% 22 71,0% 

Other 0 0% 0 0% 

Total 34 100,0% 31 100,0% 

 

                                                           
47 Two answers were considered as ‘non answers’ in the first part of the question and four answers in 
the second part. For that reason, they could not be taken into consideration in the statistical analysis. 
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As for the results collected from those teachers who answered48, all consider they 

speak BrE, native and non-native speakers included. In relation to the varieties that 

should be taught in the classroom, 66.7% consider both BrE and AmE as important. 

One teacher further commented that BrE should be the primary focus, considering 

that Portugal belongs to the EU, and AmE in second place. Of those who ticked the 

‘other’ category, one teacher refers that the variety chosen should be whichever one 

is useful for students and another referred that he/she has left his/her answer blank 

as a reaction to the ‘should’ in the formulation of the statement. 

 
Table 3.28. Teacher varieties 

 

Classify the variety of 
English you speak 

Standard variety/ies of English 
that should be taught in the 

classroom 

 

Count % Count % 

American English 0 100,0% 0 0% 

British English 5 100,0% 0 0% 

Both varieties 0 0% 4 66.7% 

Other 0 0% 2 33.3% 

Total 5 100,0% 6 100,0% 

 
 
In sum, when comparing student and teacher results, the number of students who 

consider themselves as speakers of AmE is much greater, especially when 

considering that all teachers consider themselves as speakers of BrE. These 

findings may reflect a general notion of BrE as the traditional and correct standard, 

especially within the older generations, and AmE as the symbol of modernity and 

simplicity, usually associated with younger generations greatly influenced by 

American media imported throughout Europe. However, when comparing the English 

varieties that should be taught in the classroom, the majority of students invert their 

                                                           
48 One teacher abstained from answering the question referring to the variety of English one speaks, 
therefore, the percentage analyzed refers to only those who answered to the question (in other words, 
the valid percentage). 
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answers and regard BrE as the main variety, while teachers give importance to both 

varieties. Answers of this nature may reflect the tradition in Portuguese schools of 

teaching BrE as the main variety from an early age on and AmE emerges only at a 

more advanced level (usually limiting itself to differences in terms of lexis and 

spelling). 

When comparing FLUL student results with those in Erling (2004: 179), 

German students are more open in terms of English varieties. Approximately 44% of 

FU students replied they speak American English, 14% German English, 12% Euro-

English, 10% British English, 8% Global English and 11% replied with ‘other’. 

Contrary to FU students, who were divided between BrE and AmE, in Germany the 

difference between both varieties is far greater (44% AmE compared to 10% BrE)49.  

   
� SQ14 / TQ10: English language teaching 

This question focuses on ELT and what students and teachers consider is the most 

important to reflect on in classes50.  

Of the five possibilities given, both groups consider learning/teaching a 

standard variety as the most important. In second place students consider a syllabus 

where practical fields are stressed, while teachers, on the other hand, consider 

teaching English as a lingua franca giving it a global dimension. In third place, the 

situation is inverted, students elect English as a lingua franca giving it a global 

dimension, while teachers select a syllabus where practical fields are stressed. 

                                                           
49 These findings are a result of the presence of AmE in Germany since the Second World War with 
the presence of American troops. 
50 So as to observe the opinions on what is important to focus in ELT, respondents were asked to 
answer on a scale from 1 to 3 (one as the most important and so on) the aspects they consider most 
important. To calculate the importance of each possibility and to determine which statements are the 
most chosen according to order, a value was attributed to each variable in order to calculate its 
weight.  
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Lastly, similar to the first chosen option, both students and teachers consider other 

varieties as the least important amongst all possibilities. Confronted with the 

possibility of ‘other’, where respondents were free to answer with alternative 

suggestions, only one teacher regarded this option as the most important aspect to 

focus on when teaching English is the “students needs and aims” irrespective of 

variety. 

 
Table 3.29. ELT – important aspects to focus on in the classroom 

 
Students             Teachers 

Learning a standard variety 1st  Teaching a standard variety 1st 

Having a syllabus where specific fields are 
focused on 

2nd  
Language taught as a Lingua Franca giving it 
a global dimension 

2nd 

Language taught as a Lingua Franca giving it 
a global dimension 

3rd  
Having a syllabus where specific fields are 
focused on 

3rd 

Learning varieties from other countries 4th  Teaching varieties from other countries 4th 

   Other 5th 

 
 

The answers gathered confirm the results of the previous question in which BrE and 

AmE are chosen as the standard varieties for ELT. Concerning the statement 

chosen as the second most important according to students (a syllabus with specific 

fields), these results may reflect the fact that students come from different areas (e.g. 

translation, law, psychology, etc.) and, therefore, seek a knowledge of the language 

which adapts to their area and their specific purposes.  

In contrast, the teachers’ second choice, English as a lingua franca, may be 

the reflection of other experiences they have gone through that students have not. 

Given that all inquired teachers have had some international experience abroad on 

several occasions and that ELF in recent years has been widely discussed in 

Applied Linguistics, their perspective may tend to be more focused in international 
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terms, rather than on English for Specific Purposes (ESP). ESP is particularly difficult 

to achieve in classes where students from different courses are put together, 

therefore, on most occasions, a common field shared amongst all is the general 

consensus.  

Lastly, all respondents regard learning/teaching Post-colonial Englishes or 

emerging varieties as the least important aspect. Once again, this reflects the fact 

that many have not had contact with other types of varieties (especially amongst the 

student population) in previous experiences, hence, the reason not to consider it as 

one of the top three notions to explore in English classes.  

 
� SQ15 / TQ11: Acceptable and unacceptable English 

SQ15 and TQ11 explore the acceptability of certain forms of typical Euro-English 

formulations51. Table 3.30 below reveals student results in terms of what sentences 

are considered ‘acceptable’ or ‘unacceptable’ English. Sentences 1-10 (divided by 

the thick line) are considered by the great majority as being ‘acceptable’, varying the 

percentages from 83.3% to 50%. In comparison, the last two sentences of the table 

are regarded as the most ‘unacceptable’ by 69.4% and 88.9%, respectively. 

 

 

                                                           
51 For an explanation of Euro-English features consult chapter 2 in this dissertation, Mollin (2006a) 
and Murray (2003). This question is particularly inspired on a question already applied by Murray 
(2003) in a questionnaire targeted at English teachers in Switzerland. 
Sentence numbers 2, 9 and 11 are generally not seen as features particular of Euro-English. 
Sentence number 2 considers collective noun and verb agreement. In BrE, collective nouns can take 
either singular or plural verb forms, according to whether the emphasis is. In AmE, however, collective 
nouns are usually singular in construction. 
Sentence number 9 is considered incorrect English, due to the irregular plural form. 
Sentence number 11 considers the double negative construction, which is not part of Standard 
English, irrespective of variety. It is only considered as a feature of some dialects, namely African 
American Vernacular English (AAVE). 
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Table 3.30. Items tested in order of acceptability – student results52 

Order Survey items Standard English version 

1 
How do you call this? 
(interrogative pronoun) 

What do you call this? 

2 
The committee is aware of the problem. 
(AmE/BrE discrepancy) 

The committee is/are aware of the problem. 

3 
I know him for a long time. 
(present tense instead of present perfect) 

I’ve known him for a long time. 

4 
Last May I had the possibility to attend a 
conference on translation. 
(false friend) 

Last May I had the opportunity to attend a 
conference on translation. 

5 
That red convertible is the car of my lawyer. 
(possessive form) 

That red convertible is my lawyer’s car. 

6 
We were five people at the party. 
(subject) 

There were five people at the party. 

7 

I had a bike accident and broke the right leg. 
(definite article instead of possessive 
determiner) 

I had a bike accident and broke my right 
leg. 

8 
Did you ever hear that? 
(past simple instead of present perfect) 

Have you ever heard that? 

9 
The trees have no leafs. 
(irregular plural form) 

The trees have no leaves. 

10 

Already in 1996 they introduced “English for 
Kids” workshops. 
(temporal adverb used as a focus particle) 

They introduced “English for Kids” 
workshops as early as 1999. 

11 

She does not want to make friends with 
nobody. 
(double negative) 

She does not want to make friends with 
anybody. 

12 
I’m going by the dentist tomorrow. 
(preposition) 

I’m going to the dentist(‘s) tomorrow. 

 
 

Such high percentages are associated with sentences which break commonly taught 

rules focused on since beginner levels (e.g. double negative and prepositions)53. As 

for the greater part of the rest of the sentences deemed as ‘acceptable’, these do not 

break explicit grammatical rules taught in Standard English teaching materials (with 

the exception of ‘leafs’ in sentence 9). Very often mother tongue interferences are 

                                                           
52 For a detailed description of the percentages obtained in each sentence consult Table 2 - Appendix 
C. 
53 Awkwardly and contrary to what I expected, 61.1% of students claim sentence number 9 (“The 
trees have no leafs”) as ‘acceptable’. Besides, double negative and prepositions, irregular plurals are 
usually one of the principal matters stressed by teachers right from the beginner levels.  
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the cause of new formulations, where students think in their native language and 

literally transpose their thoughts into English. Some examples of such given 

sentences include: 

 
Table 3.31. Literal transposition from Portuguese into English 

Portuguese Euro-English Standard English 

Éramos cinco pessoas na 
festa. 

We were five people at the 
party. 

There were five people at the 
party. 

… o carro do meu advogado. … the car of my lawyer. … my lawyer’s car. 
Já em 1999… Already in 1999… … as early as 1999. 
 
 
When presented with such sentences, there is a general accord amongst teachers in 

considering them as ‘unacceptable’ English. The only exception is with sentence 2, 

‘the committee is aware of the problem’, which 83.3% of teachers consider as 

‘acceptable’ (see Table 3 – Appendix C)54, and the rest is regarded as ‘unacceptable 

by the majority of the respondents. 

Table 3.32. Items tested in order of acceptability – teacher results55 

Order Survey items 

1 The committee is aware of the problem. 

2 
Last May I had the possibility to attend a 
conference on translation. 

2 I had a bike accident and broke the right leg. 
2 We were five people at the party. 
2 Did you ever hear that? 
3 That red convertible is the car of my lawyer. 
3 I’m going by the dentist tomorrow.  

4 
Already in 1996 they introduced “English for 
Kids” workshops. 

4 How do you call this? 
4 I know him for a long time. 
4 The trees have no leafs. 

4 
She does not want to make friends with 
nobody. 

 

                                                           
54 As previously mentioned, collective noun and verb agreement (is/are) varies between BrE and 
AmE. 
55 For a detailed description of the percentages obtained in each sentence consult Table 3 - Appendix 
C. 
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However, when answers given by native and non-native teachers are crossed with 

each sentence, results show non-native speaker teachers as being less tolerant to 

errors or sentence formulations deviating from the traditional standard. This type of 

attitude from non-native speakers is frequently displayed, as has been verified with 

other studies previously developed by scholars (e.g. Murray 2003). Non-native 

speaker teachers are generally inclined to follow rules and guidelines with which they 

feel confident as being the correct usage. 

Despite Euro-English not being discussed to its full extent, several 

characteristics (e.g. grammatical features, syntax and lexis) are transferred into 

English unconsciously by native speakers of other languages. These features, which 

at present may be considered as errors or interferences from the mother tongue, 

may sooner or later become implemented traits of a European standardized variety.  

 
� TQ12: Teacher opinions on English teachers 

This last question is solely targeted at teachers of English, where they have to rate 

sentences on a scale from ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’56. After collating all 

the information, it was statistically analyzed and the results are the following ones in 

Table 3.33: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
56 Once again, this question is based on a similar question applied in Murray’s (2003) questionnaire 
targeted at teachers in Switzerland.  
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Table 3.33. Teacher attitudes in relation to ELT 
I think… 

2 4   6

33,3% 66,7%   100,0%

2 3 1  6

33,3% 50,0% 16,7%  100,0%

3 3   6

50,0% 50,0%   100,0%

 4 1 1 6

 66,7% 16,7% 16,7% 100,0%

1 3 2  6

16,7% 50,0% 33,3%  100,0%

2 3 1  6

33,3% 50,0% 16,7%  100,0%

Count

%

...Native speaking teachers fundamental role
correct usage of language

Count

%

...Non-native speaking teachers fundamental
role correct usage of language

Count

%

...getting students to communicate in
English

Count

%

...getting students to obtain a native-like
accent

Count

%

...teaching correct grammar usage

Count

%

...trying to eradicate mistakes typical of
European non-native speakers

Strongly
agree Mostly agree

Mostly
disagree

Strongly
disagree Total

 

 

I think native speaking teachers have a fundamental role in the correct usage 
of the language. 

In this statement, findings reveal native speakers continue to have great influence in 

the correct usage of the language (66.7% ‘mostly agree’). Nonetheless, all non-

native teachers ‘mostly agree’ with the fundamental role of native speakers in correct 

English usage, but do not ‘strongly’ agree. These opinions may be associated with 

the fact that non-native teachers are traditionally not connoted with the same status 

as their native colleagues. Nonetheless, they may be even more prepared to explain 

and teach a language that they have learned as well, therefore, sharing the same 

doubts and anguishes as learners. 

 
I think non-native speaking teachers have a fundamental role in the correct 
usage of the language. 

Similar to the previous answer in which the majority ‘mostly agree’ with the 

fundamental role of native speakers, in this subparagraph, respondents generally 

also agree with the fundamental role of non-native speaking teachers (50% ‘mostly 

agree’). The only exception is one non-native speaker who ‘mostly disagreed’ with 

the statement. Non-natives are English teachers and at times such position may be 
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doubted by them, given that they do not consider themselves as the most suitable 

when compared to natives. Gnutzmann (1999: 160) refers to this feeling as the 

“inferiority complex” on the part of the non-native speaker. Achieving a native 

speaker command of the language was traditionally the main objective for language 

teachers, however, nowadays native speaker competence is considered as an 

unrealistic and even counterproductive goal for non-native speakers. Recent 

findings, as previously mentioned, reveal non-native teachers have a larger 

advantage when compared to their native colleagues in terms of common knowledge 

of their culture and the difficulties shared in learning English (e.g. false friends, 

syntax, vocabulary, etc.). 

 

I think I should spend more time getting students to communicate in English. 

All teachers considered getting students to communicate as one of the main 

objectives when teaching (50% ‘strongly agreeing’ and 50% ‘mostly agreeing’). 

Adopting an ‘active’ approach in class, where students are encouraged to speak, 

rather than focusing on particular details, is one of the aspects that should be largely 

implemented, so as to promote language use. 

 

I think I should spend more time getting students to obtain a native-like 
accent. 

This statement caused diverse opinions in terms of students obtaining native-like 

accents. All non-native teachers ‘strongly agree’ that a native-like accent is essential, 

conversely to some native teachers who seem to disagree. Even though English is 

their native language, natives seem to be more tolerant with non-native English 

usage. This may result from them being integrated in a non-native environment 

where English is adopted as a language of international communication. On the 
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other hand, the opinions of non-native teachers seem to follow the ones in 

Gnutzmann (1999) in terms of the “complex of inferiority”. By following a similar 

approach to one’s personal experience, in which non-natives are encouraged to 

imitate and follow a native usage of the language, it is natural for them to expect the 

same from their students. 

 

I think I should spend more time teaching correct grammar usage. 

From the responses received, 50% ‘mostly agree’ with correct grammar usage, while 

33.3% ‘mostly disagree’. In accordance with the previous statement, non-native 

teachers agree with correct grammar usage, while native teachers tend to disagree. 

From the responses so far obtained, native teachers seem to value more 

communication, rather than native-like accents or correct grammar usage, as 

opposed to non-native teachers who are more likely to cultivate correct usage of the 

language.  

 

I should spend more time trying to eradicate mistakes typical of European 
non-native speakers. 

Lastly, 33.3% of respondents ‘strongly agree’ and 50% ‘mostly agree’ with this 

statement. Both native and non-native teachers generally agree (with the exception 

of one native teacher who ‘mostly disagreed’) mistakes typical of European non-

native speakers should be corrected.  

 The purpose of this question was to assess if a European variety is in fact 

emerging and if its typical “mistakes”, which could in the future become characteristic 

features, be corrected or encouraged. The opinions gathered reveal teachers are still 

hesitant towards a European variety of English, given that in the previous statement, 

correct grammar usage is especially encouraged within the non-native group. Such 
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approach is comprehensible, when considering European-English is still a possibility 

under observation which has not yet been codified, standardized or accepted. 

 

This section has focused primarily on the Portuguese scenario. As a theoretical 

approach alone does not provide a sufficient description of globalization and ELF 

usage, for this study I have undertaken research of a specific community of English 

users, the students and teachers at the FLUL. Sociolinguistic case studies have 

contributed to defining the use of English in particular contexts and explaining what 

globalization is and how it has affected communities around the world. An approach 

of this type is also important in order to situate a methodology for English which 

reflects the needs, opinions and uses of learners in a particular context. All notions 

discussed in the questionnaires are an important component in recognizing future 

decisions to be taken in terms of language pedagogy, linguistic policies, and also in 

terms of social and cultural perspectives. 

Although my object of analysis is quite limited, when compared with the 

research developed by Erling (2004) and Berns et al. (2007), with these finding I 

hope to be able to take some conclusions that may indicate tendencies in both 

groups belonging to the university (students and teachers) and also contribute to 

develop further studies in the future.  

From the responses obtained, FLUL students have a better dominion of the 

English language when compared with other foreign languages. Furthermore, 

proficiency in English does not entail that other foreign languages will not be learned 

in the future. As English is becoming more of a ‘second language’ for an increasing 

number of Portuguese and Europeans, the foreign language learning slot is occupied 

by other languages (as is the case with French, German, Italian and Spanish at the 
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FLUL). English also allows students access to a greater variety of entertainment, 

media, information technology, literature and academic texts than solely their 

national language. These students will make up the next generation of Portuguese 

who will seek the most rewarding jobs at home or abroad, choose from the full 

supply of global media culture and kept up to date on science and technology.  

They may also become the next generation of English language experts, as 

these student’s uses of English reflect an ever emerging multilingualism in Portugal 

and in Europe. They are aware of the important role English plays in society; 

however, they do not reject their national language, but instead add on to it, building 

several linguistic identities. 

The results obtained by teachers of English are also important for a better 

understanding of how they look and work with the language, and how their positions 

influence students. In general, teachers displayed a conservative outlook on the 

language, especially within the non-native speaking group, which namely focuses on 

correct Standard English usage. Considering that the greater part of English 

teachers in primary and secondary schools are also non-native speakers, their 

conservative and national language pedagogies are reflected onto students – 

standard AmE and BrE. It is only at a University level and in academic circles that an 

ELF approach is discussed. This type of methodology is essential for understanding 

the current use of English as a Lingua Franca and no longer as a Foreign Language. 

Globalization and mobilization has contributed to a society in constant contact and in 

movement, consequently contributing to the changes in English language usage. 

Therefore, case studies, similar to this one and to others already developed in 

several European countries, are essential for grasping the true effects of 
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globalization and English language usage in terms of ELT, language policies at 

national and European levels, as well as in everyday usage. 
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Conclusion 

 

The English language and globalization have gone hand in hand during the twentieth 

and twenty-first centuries. Consequently, English does not only influence the 

globalization process, but globalization in itself has also greatly contributed to the 

changes in the English language. Not only has English changed, but also the 

discourse concerning English, which has shifted to capture a new reality surrounding 

language usage.  

 Kachru’s (1985) neatly divided model in three concentric circles no longer 

reflects the majority of English speakers, as the boundaries between L1, L2 and EFL 

have become increasingly blurred. Nowadays, communication among speakers of 

English generally takes place among multilingual and multicultural speakers; 

therefore, standard native varieties are no longer the main objective for English 

learners, as English usage is centered as a language for communication, rather than 

as a language for identification.  

Essentially, ELF appears as a register for non-native speakers to 

communicate and as a possible established variety in the future. To do so, 

communicative strategies are thus essential to establish a conversation in different 

situations and with different people. As already argued, the idea is not to center our 

knowledge on a single model, but rather to ‘think globally and act locally’ according 

to each situation.    

Following this line of thought, studying the presence of English in several 

regions is important to understand how English is being used and changed. In the 

particular case of Europe, the presence of English is observed in a wide range of 
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areas, which has contributed to changes in English language usage in the past thirty 

years.  

English contact is no longer restricted to communication with native speakers, 

but has given way to new multicultural and multilingual experiences amongst 

Europeans. Although its usage has increased, there is no need to feel threatened by 

English. Uses of English reflect an emerging multilingualism in Europe, as 

Europeans are not using English instead of their national languages, but in addition 

to them. All European languages have their own place and each language is used at 

its own level. National languages have a fundamental role within national 

environments, and the role of English functions more at a European and international 

level. Basically, people participate in many groups which change; therefore, we may 

speak of having layers of identity, which include local, national, European and global 

identities. 

Nonetheless, the number of national domains influenced by English has also 

increased, especially in what concerns education. Children are learning English at an 

increasingly earlier age, and becoming familiar with the language, and moulding and 

adapting it according to their needs. The aim of this type of language education is to 

develop successful bilinguals who can negotiate between languages and cultures. 

English education should, for that reason, prepare students for the relatively 

unpredictable needs of lifelong use. In the end, the proficient use of English will 

distance these users from the previous generation, in the sense that it shows their 

connection to the emerging political and cultural identity of Europe and it expresses 

their connection to global culture. 

By taking English into our own hands, it is no longer viewed as a foreign 

language, but as a language which belongs to all its speakers. Therefore, we may 
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speak of emerging regional varieties which reflect characteristic features. An 

example of such use is the possibility of a European variety of English shared by all 

those who make use of the language in Europe. 

Because of the complex situation where English means so many things to so 

many different people, there is a need for case studies which examine the use of 

English in particular contexts. The final part of this dissertation mainly focused on the 

Portuguese scenario, more specifically on a specific community of English users, the 

students and teachers at the FLUL.  

After comparing the results at the FLUL with those obtained in previous case 

studies (e.g. Erling 2004 and Berns et al. 2007), I verified that the level English 

proficiency at a university level is relatively lower in Portugal than in Germany. 

Furthermore, trips abroad where English was used as a language of communication 

are also extensively inferior with students and those verified are generally limited to a 

short period of time. However, in terms of contact with English in terms of the media, 

at the FLUL and at work, the percentages are more or less equally high. When 

comparing students’ sensibility towards European English and standard varieties 

though, Portuguese students still continue with a relatively traditional point of view in 

terms of English education and English usage, when compared with the results in 

Erling (2004). 

In terms of English language teaching results from teachers, there is a 

discrepancy between native and non-native teachers.  In general, teachers displayed 

a conservative outlook on the language, especially within the non-native speaking 

group, which namely stresses correct Standard English usage. Considering that the 

greater part of English teachers in primary and secondary schools are also non-
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native speakers, their conservative and national language pedagogies are reflected 

onto students – standard AmE and BrE.  

Even though this questionnaire was only applied to a restricted number of 

respondents, the findings obtained may contribute to further studies of the 

Portuguese panorama and present themselves as an important component in 

recognizing future decisions to be taken in terms of language pedagogy, linguistic 

policies, and also in terms of social and cultural perspectives.   
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Appendix A 

 

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

My name is Lili Cavalheiro and I am currently in the second year of an M.A. course in 
Applied Linguistics with the Department of English at our Faculty. I would like to ask you to 
help me with my dissertation by answering the following questions. All information will 
remain strictly confidential and there are no “right” or “wrong” answers. You may answer 
either in English or Portuguese. All blank answers will be interpreted as signifying that you 
do not agree with any of the options. Please give your answers sincerely as only this will 
guarantee the success of the investigation. Thank you very much for your help and for 
making my study possible.

 
 

 PART I  

1. Age: ___________  
 

2. Sex: □ Male    □ Female    
 

3. a) Level of studies at the Faculty: □Undergraduate    □Postgraduate

  

b) Area of study:    □Literature   □Culture            
      □Linguistics        □Other:______ 

 

4. Have you ever used English to communicate while in Portugal?  

□ Yes     □ No 

a) If yes, in what situations? 

_________________________________________________________________ 

    

5. Have you ever used English to communicate while abroad?  

□ Yes     □ No    

a) If yes, name the country, how long you were there for and the purpose. 

Country  How long there for  Purpose 
Example: Ireland  

                            The Netherlands    
 5 years   

6 days 
 Lived there   

Conference 
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6. How would you rank your English skills according to the Common European 
Framework of Reference?  

Note: A = Basic User   B = Independent User  C = Proficient User 

Writing: _____ Reading: _____ Speaking: _______  Listening: _____ 

 

7. What other languages do you know and how would you rank your skills?  

Note: A = Basic User B = Independent User          C = Proficient User 

□ French Writing: ______ Reading: ______Speaking: _______Listening: ____  
□ Spanish Writing: ______ Reading: ______Speaking: _______Listening: ____ 
□German Writing: ______ Reading: ______Speaking: _______Listening: ____ 
□Italian  Writing: ______ Reading: ______Speaking: _______Listening: ____ 
□Other(s):____ Writing: ______ Reading: ______Speaking: _______Listening: ____ 

 

PART II 

8. How important is it for you to know English? Mark with an � your option. 

___  Very important.   ___  Less important to some other languages. 
___  Rather important.   ___  Not important at all. 
 

 

9. Answer each question concerning your contact with English and mark with an �.  
       

How often do you … daily weekly monthly rarely 

have a university class in English?     

speak English at the university?     

write academically or professionally in English?     

read English for study purposes?     

use the Internet for research in English?     

work with English in computer programs or other 
technical situations?     

read in English for pleasure?     

write letters, emails, or other informal texts in 
English?     
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10. Of the situations listed below, how often do you come into contact with English? 

Choose the variable that best corresponds to your situation. 
 

 very often often sometimes never 

a. Parents      

b. Brothers / Sisters     

c. Friends     

d. Music on the radio     

e. On television (with or without 
subtitles)     

f. Cassettes/CDs     

g. At the cinema     

h. Internet chats / social networks     

i. At work     

 
 
 
 
11. Mark with an � two options. 

 

The presence of English in daily life is… Agree 

excessive and unnecessary.  

a threat to my culture.  

a trend not to be taken seriously.  

useful because it improves one’s English.  

useful because it broadens one’s cultural horizons.  

Sometimes I am worried about the effects of English on my native language.  

I don’t really like the English language and sometimes I resent the fact that I’m 
forced to use it.  

Other:  
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12. What motivates you to learn and work on your English?  Indicate to what extent 

you agree or disagree with the following items by marking each answer with an�.  
 

 Agree 
completely 

Rather 
agree 

Rather 
disagree 

Do not agree 
at all 

a. With English I can make myself 
better understood abroad.     

b. With English I can understand 
music lyrics better.     

c. With English I can manage more 
easily with computer and other 
technical equipment. 

    

d. With English I can carry on a 
conversation with foreigners more 
comfortably  

    

e. Many things sound better in 
English.     

f. In many cases there is no 
equivalent expression in other 
languages. 

    

g. I need English to succeed in 
further education.     

h. With English I have a better 
chance of getting a good job.     

 

 

PART III 

 

 

13. Mark your answers to questions a. and b. with an �. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
American 
English 

 a. If you could classify the 
variety of English you 
speak, which of the 
following would it be? 
(choose only one) 

 British 
English 

 

b. If you could choose the 
variety/ies of English 
taught in the classroom, 
which would you prefer?  

 
 Other:  

Please Specify                 
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14.  When learning English what to do you find it is more important to focus on? Mark 

only  the three options you consider most important by using the numbers.  
(1 = as the most important, 2 and 3 = as the least important). 

a. Learning a standard variety (British English / American English).  
b. Language taught as a Lingua Franca giving it a global dimension.  
c. Learning varieties from other countries, such as English from Post-

Colonial countries or other emerging varieties (eg. Indian English, 
Singaporean English,…) 

 

d. Having a syllabus where specific practical fields are focused on (for 
example: Business English, tourism, law, etc.) 

 

e. Other (please specify):  
 

15. Indicate whether the following sentences are A. (acceptable English) or U. 
(unacceptable English).  

a) That red convertible is the car of my lawyer.    ___ 

b) I’m going by the dentist tomorrow.      ___ 

c) Last May I had the possibility to attend a conference on translation. ___ 

d) Already in 1996 they introduced “English for Kids” workshops.  ___ 

e) How do you call this?        ___ 

f) I had a bike accident and broke the right leg.    ___ 

g) I know him for a long time.       ___ 

h) We were five people at the party.       ___ 

i) The trees have no leafs.       ___ 

j) Did you ever hear that?       ___ 

k) The committee is aware of the problem.     ___ 

l) She does not want to make friends with nobody.    ___ 

 
  

 

 

 

Thank you once again for your collaboration.  
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Appendix B 

 

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

My name is Lili Cavalheiro and I am currently in the second year of an M.A. course in 
Applied Linguistics with the Department of English at our Faculty. I would like to ask you to 
help me with my dissertation by answering the following questions. All information that you 
give will remain strictly confidential and there are no “right” or “wrong” answers. You may 
answer either in English or Portuguese. All blank answers will be interpreted as signifying 
that you do not agree with any of the options. Please give your answers sincerely as only 
this will guarantee the success of the investigation. Thank you very much for your help and 
for making my study possible. 

 
PART I 

1. Age: _____ 
 

2. Sex: □ Male    □ Female    
 

3. Have you ever used English to communicate while in Portugal?  

□ Yes     □ No 

a) If yes, in what situations? 

 

 

4. Have you ever used English to communicate while abroad?  

□ Yes     □ No    

b) If yes, name the country, how long you were there for and the purpose. 

Country  How long there for  Purpose 
Example: Ireland  

                        The Netherlands    
 5 years   

6 days 
 Lived there   

Conference 
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PART II 

5. Answer each question concerning your contact with English and mark with an �.  
       

How often do you … daily weekly monthly rarely 

speak English at the university?     

write academically or professionally in English?     

read English for academic purposes?     

use the Internet for research in English?     

work with English in computer programs or other 
technical situations?     

read in English for pleasure?     

write letters, emails, or other informal texts in 
English?     

 
6. Of the situations listed below, how often do you come into contact with English? 

Choose the variable that best corresponds to your situation. 

 
7. Mark with an � two options. 

 very often often sometimes never 

a. Family       

b. Acquaintances     

c. Work     

d. Radio     

e. On television (with or without 
subtitles)     

f. Internet     

g. Cinema     

The presence of English in daily life is… Agree 

excessive and unnecessary.  

a threat to my culture.  

a trend not to be taken seriously.  

useful because it improves one’s English.  

useful because it broadens one’s cultural horizons.  

Sometimes I am worried about the effects of English on my native language.  
I don’t really like the English language and sometimes I resent the fact that 
I’m forced to use it.  

Other:  
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8. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following items? Mark each 

answer with an �.  

 
 

PART III 

 

 

9. Mark your answers to questions a. and b. with an �. 

 
 
   
 
 

 Agree 
completely 

Rather 
agree 

Rather 
disagree 

Do not agree 
at all 

a. With English one can make 
oneself better understood abroad.     

b. With English one can 
understand music lyrics better.     

c. With English one can work 
more easily with computer and 
other technical equipment. 

    

d. With English one can carry on a 
conversation with foreigners more 
comfortably.  

    

e. Many things sound better in 
English.     

f. In many cases there is no 
equivalent expression in other 
languages. 

    

g. One needs English to succeed 
in further education.     

h. With English one has a better 
chance at getting a good job.     

 
American 
English 

 

 British 
English 

 

a. If you could classify the 
English variety you speak, 
which of the following 
would it be? (choose one) 

 Both varieties  

b. Which standard 
variety/ies should be 
taught in the classroom? 

 
 Other:  

Please Specify                 
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10. When teaching English what to do you find is more important to focus on? Mark 

the three options you consider most important by using the following 
classification:  

1 = most important, 2 and 3 = least important. 

 
a. Teaching a standard variety (British English / American English).  
b. Language taught as a Lingua Franca giving it a global dimension.  
c. Teaching varieties from other countries, such as English from Post-Colonial 

countries or other emerging varieties (eg. Indian English, Singaporean 
English,…) 

 

d. Having a syllabus where specific practical fields are focused (for example: 
Business English, tourism, law, etc.) 

 

e. Other (please specify):  
 

 

11. Indicate whether the following sentences are A. (acceptable English) or U. 
(unacceptable English).  

a) That red convertible is the car of my lawyer.    ___ 

b) I’m going by the dentist tomorrow.      ___ 

c) Last May I had the possibility to attend a conference on translation. ___ 

d) Already in 1996 they introduced “English for Kids” workshops.  ___ 

e) How do you call this?        ___ 

f) I had a bike accident and broke the right leg.    ___ 

g) I know him for a long time.       ___ 

h) We were five people at the party.       ___ 

i) The trees have no leafs.       ___ 

j) Did you ever hear that?       ___ 

k) The committee is aware of the problem.     ___ 

l) She does not want to make friends with nobody.    ___ 
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PART IV 

12. In this section I would like you to answer by simply giving marks from 1 to 4. 
Please write only one number in front of each statement. 

1 = strongly agree     2 = mostly agree    3 = mostly disagree     4 = strongly 

disagree 

a) ___   I think native speaking teachers have a fundamental role in the correct 
usage of the language.  

b) ___   I think non-native speaking teachers have a fundamental role in the correct 
usage of the language.  

c) ___   I think I should spend more time getting students to communicate in 
English. 

d) ___   I think I should spend more time getting students to obtain a native-like 
accent. 

e) ___   I think I should spend more time teaching correct grammar usage.  

f) ___   I should spend more time trying to eradicate mistakes typical of European 
non-native speakers. 

 

 

Thank you once again for your collaboration.  
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Appendix C  

 

QUESTIONNAIRE ANALYSIS 

Table 1. Students’ language skills proficiency 

(English, French, Spanish, German and Italian) 

13 20 3 36

36,1% 55,6% 8,3% 100,0%

9 17 10 36

25,0% 47,2% 27,8% 100,0%

15 17 4 36

41,7% 47,2% 11,1% 100,0%

9 18 9 36

25,0% 50,0% 25,0% 100,0%

11 8 2 21

52,4% 38,1% 9,5% 100,0%

8 7 6 21

38,1% 33,3% 28,6% 100,0%

12 6 3 21

57,1% 28,6% 14,3% 100,0%

10 5 6 21

47,6% 23,8% 28,6% 100,0%

10 7 2 19

52,6% 36,8% 10,5% 100,0%

10 7 4 21

47,6% 33,3% 19,0% 100,0%

9 8 1 18

50,0% 44,4% 5,6% 100,0%

13 7 3 23

56,5% 30,4% 13,0% 100,0%

11 2  13

84,6% 15,4%  100,0%

10 3  13

76,9% 23,1%  100,0%

11 1  12

91,7% 8,3%  100,0%

11 1  12

91,7% 8,3%  100,0%

2 2  4

50,0% 50,0%  100,0%

1 2 1 4

25,0% 50,0% 25,0% 100,0%

2 1 1 4

50,0% 25,0% 25,0% 100,0%

1 3 1 5

20,0% 60,0% 20,0% 100,0%

Count

%

English writing
skills

Count

%

English reading
skills

Count

%

English speaking
skills

Count

%

English listening
skills

Count

%

French writing
skills

Count

%

French reading
skills

Count

%

French speaking
skills

Count

%

French listening
skills

Count

%

Spanish writing
skills

Count

%

Spanish reading
skills

Count

%

Spanish speaking
skills

Count

%

Spanish listening
skills

Count

%

German writing
skills

Count

%

German reading
skills

Count

%

German speaking
skills

Count

%

German listening
skills

Count

%

Italian writing
skills

Count

%

Italian reading
skills

Count

%

Italian speaking
skills

Count

%

Italian listening
skills

A B C Total
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Table 2. ‘Acceptable’ and ‘unacceptable’ English – students’ results 

24 12

66,7% 33,3%

4 32

11,1% 88,9%

27 9

75,0% 25,0%

18 18

50,0% 50,0%

30 6

83,3% 16,7%

22 14

61,1% 38,9%

28 8

77,8% 22,2%

24 12

66,7% 33,3%

22 14

61,1% 38,9%

22 14

61,1% 38,9%

29 7

80,6% 19,4%

11 25

30,6% 69,4%

Count

%

That red convertible is the car of my
lawyer.

Count

%

I'm going by the dentist tomorrow.

Count

%

Last May I had the possibility to
attend a conference on translation.

Count

%

Already in 1996 they introduced
"English for Kids" workshops.

Count

%

How dou you call this?

Count

%

I had a bike accident and broke the
right leg.

Count

%

I know him for a long time.

Count

%

We were five people at the party.

Count

%

The trees have no leafs.

Count

%

Did you ever hear that?

Count

%

The committee is aware of the
problem.

Count

%

She does not want to make friends
with nobody.

Acceptable English Unacceptable English

 

 
 

Table 3. ‘Acceptable’ and ‘unacceptable’ English – teachers’  results 

1 5 6

16,7% 83,3% 100,0%

1 5 6

16,7% 83,3% 100,0%

2 4 6

33,3% 66,7% 100,0%

 6 6

 100,0% 100,0%

 6 6

 100,0% 100,0%

2 4 6

33,3% 66,7% 100,0%

 6 6

 100,0% 100,0%

2 4 6

33,3% 66,7% 100,0%

 6 6

 100,0% 100,0%

2 4 6

33,3% 66,7% 100,0%

5 1 6

83,3% 16,7% 100,0%

 6 6

 100,0% 100,0%

Count

%

That red convertible is the car of
my lawyer.

Count

%

I'm going by the dentist
tomorrow.

Count

%

Last May I had the possibility to
attend a conference on
translation.

Count

%

Already in 1996 they introduced
"English for Kids" workshops.

Count

%

How dou you call this?

Count

%

I had a bike accident and broke
the right leg.

Count

%

I know him for a long time.

Count

%

We were five people at the party.

Count

%

The trees have no leafs.

Count

%

Did you ever hear that?

Count

%

The committee is aware of the
problem.

Count

%

She does not want to make
friends with nobody.

acceptable English Unacceptable English Total

 


